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Significant progress has been achieved under grant AFOSR-86-0031 in understand-

ing the physics underlying ultrafast transient phenomena that occurs in the sem-

iconductor microstructures. This understanding is essential for making the neces-

sary advances for the future generation of ultrafast microelectronic devices.

Microstructure samples have been obtained primarily from H. Morkoc of University

of Illinois and other groups such as M Niigaki of Hamamatsu Photonic KK,'RIW-dk2s

Bertaska of McDonnel Douglas, and Emil Koteles of GTE.

The following summarizes our accomplishments in the major effort on Ill-V sem-

iconductor microstructures and a minor effort on I1-VI compound.

1. Nonequilibrium Phonon Effects on the Energy Relaxation and lifetime

of Photogenerated Carriers in GaAs MQW

We have carried out time-resolved photoluminescence with the finest lime-

resolution of 2ps performed to date to investigate the ultrafast processes which

occurs in undoped GaAs/AlGaAs microstructures.

The existence of a large population of nonequilibrium (hot) phonons after an initial

rapid carrier cooling in an undoped multiple GaAs quantum well (55A) structure

excited by 500fs laser pulses is experimentally verified by time-resolved photo-

luminescence studies using a 2ps-time-resolution streak camera. The hot phonon

population is directly monitored by measuring lime-resolved phonon replica

luminescence below n=I electron to heavy-hole transition energy. It reaches to a

maximum in "-3ps after the end of laser pulse and decays with a -30p time con-

stant. Its effects on carrier dynamics are the following two aspects. First, the



energy relaxation of carriers after an initial rapid cooling is substantially

suppressed due to re-absorption of hot phonons by carriers. Second, the carrier

density decay is strongly influenced by the hot phonons in the system which

stimulate phonon replica emission. This stimulated phonon replica emission is

mainly radiated and highly polarized in the well plane (x-y plane). An effective

carrier depletion time [density decreases by a factor of c - from ne (t =0)1 is

obtained to be as short as 10ps.

This work is of particular importance to the semiconductor community because it

solves the long standing controversial issue regarding the phonon assisted transi-

tions below n=l electron to hole transition in GaAs quantum wells that was ini-

tially suggested by Professor ltolonyak's group (sce for example, Phys. Today, 40,

Oct. 1980). We have explicitly demonstrated that the hot phonons emitted by hot

electrons can stimulale phonon-replica-emission.

Part of this work was accepted to be published in Phys. Rev. B.

2. Observation of Ultrafast Lateral Diffusion of Photogenerated Carriers in

An Asymmetric GaAs Quantum Well

An experimental investigation of in-plane expansion of photogenerated carriers in a

single asymmetric GaAs quantum well is carried out using a streak camera and a I.
0

subpicosecond laser source at 4.3K. It is found that the carrier expansion process is

enhanced in the well plane by restricting carrier expansion in the well direction.

The effective difflusivity D" of photoexcited carrier in the asymmetric well has

been directly determined to be 10'cin2l s at 4.3K, which is about four orders

0
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magnitude larger than the thermodynamic value in bulk GaAs. The expansion

velocity is determined to be 3.2X10 8cin I s, which is four times larger than the

initial Fermi-velocity of the electrons.

The observation of an anomalously fast carrier expansion process in an asymmetric

quantum well, but not in the symmetric well is most important. It provides a

new insight to the problem of how to design semiconductor structuies in

order to obtain the desired carrier transport.

This work was submitted to Phvs. Rev. lJett. for publication.

3. Determination of Band Offsets via Optical transitions in Ultrathin

Quantum Wells

This work demonstrates what experimental data from optical transition should be

used and how it is sensitive to the Q -value of band offset. We have shown that

the precise Q -value can be determined by systematically measuring the n=l light-

and heavy-hole energy spacing (AE) in the sensitive zone of well width (15 to

8A). Furthermore, it is also shown that different connection rules and hole

masses yield different Q -value and the appropriate connection rule can be discrim-

inated also by systematically measuring AE as well as the energy spacing between

ground and first electron eigen state (AE 12 ) in the sensitive zone of L,.
0

This work was published in Phys. Rev. B, 37, 1048 (1988).

Recently, we are investigating the influence of different connection rules on the

exciton binding energy in III-V semiconductor quantum wells, and hence on the
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determination of band offset based on the data of AE.

4. Physics in semiconductor GaAs and GaSe under laser-driven shock-wave

compression

Using a pump-probe technique, the photoluminescence peak of bulk GaAs was

observed to blue shift and split into two components under the laser-induced shock

wave loading condition. The two components correspond to the transitions from

the F6 conduction band to the valence heavy- and light-hole subbands, because of

symmetry breaking by the uniaxial shock compression along the [0011 direction.

From the blue shift, we deduced our picosecond-laser-induced shock pressure of

10kbar.

In Ga.Se, we observed a broadening of the spontaneous emission which is propor-

tional to the shock pressure and attributed to a shock-wave-induced exciton colli-

sion mechanism due to the directional motion of particles in the shocked region.

These works were published .n Appl. Phys. Lett. 51, 1789 (1987) and Appl. Phys.

Lett. 52, 93 (1987).

5. Optical transition and recombination lifetime in quasi-zero dimensional

electron system in CdS1 Se -

We report on the observation of optical transitions between quantized levels

(IS ,P ) in the conduction and valence bands in quasi-zero dimensional electron

systems in CdSx Se 1, by 4K and 300K photoluminescence measurements. From

the relative luminescence intensities arising from the IS -IS and IP -IP

" "
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5 transitions, it is shown that the photoexcited electrons (holes) occupied in the

different quantized levels in conduction (valence) band are not coupled, or only

weakly coupled. Picosecond luminescence studies of the optical transitions using a

streak camera reveal a significant influence of three-dimensional confinement on the

recombination probabilities of photogenerated electrons and holes. The recombina-

tion life time of electrons and holes in quasi-zero dimensional system decrease with

the diameter (d) of system from 210ps for d=10.2nm to 70ps for d=7.4nm at 4K.

The ratio of recombination life time for IS -IS transition and IP -IP transition

seems to be independent of the diameter of system, and is measured to be about

3.5. This ratio can be interpreted by the calculated squared transition matrix ele-

ments and the nonradiative processes.

This work was published in Appl. Phys. Lett. 51, 1839 (1987).

A.
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Effects of nonequilibrium phonons on the energy

relaxation and recombination lifetime of photogenerated

carriers in undoped GaAs quantum wells

Kai Shum, M. R. Junnarkar, H. S. Chao, and R. R. Alfano

Institute for Uitrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers

Departments of Electrical Engineering and Physics

The City College of New York, New York, New York, 1(X)31

and

H. Alorkoc

Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801

ABSTRACT

Time-resolved and time-integrated photoluminescence studies of ,

an undoped multiple GaAs quantum well structure excited by 0.5ps

laser pulses have revealed several important experimental observations

on the behavior of photoexcited carriers. A large population of none-

quilibrium longitudinal optical phonons produced in the energy relaxa-

tion process of hot carriers manifests itself by the nonequilibrium pho-

non stimulated phonon-replica which located at - 30meV below n= I

electron-hole transition. The energy relaxation is substantially

suppressed due to the existence of nonequilibrium phonons after an ini-

tial rapid cooling (0-5ps). The number of photoexcited carriers

'4



decreases anomalously fast within the first 30ps after the excitation by

laser pulse. An effective _,trrier depletion time is determined to be as

short as lOps. A mechanism which leads to such a short carrier deple-

tion time is associated with the nonequilibrium phonon stimulated

phonon-replica.

PACS numbers: 63.20.Kr, 72.20.Jv, 73.40.Lq.
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I Introduction

Recently, there have been growing interest in studying the dynamics of photo-

generated carriers in semiconductor quantum well structures since it reflects the fun-

damental interactions among electrons, holes and phonons. These interactions deter-

mine the performance of ultrahigh speed electronic and optoelectronic devices. In the

case of bulk semiconductors, the slowing of hot carrier relaxation is attributed to

either screening 1 of electron-phonon interaction or re-heating of carriers by nonequili-

brium (NE) phonons produced in the relaxation process of hot carriers.' 3 A compara-

tive study4 of the hot electron cooling rates in undoped multiple quantum well

(MQW) structures and in bulk GaAs by time-resolved measurements of optical

absorption and gain concluded that the rates were approximately same at a photogen-

erated carrier density of 2.5x10 1 7 cm -3. This is expected from a simple theory 5 in

which lattice is treated as a heat bath for quasi-equilibrium carriers. In the case of

modulation doped MQW structures, quasi-steady-state experiments have been carried

out from two groups6 7 to investigate the interaction of electrons and holes with pho-

nons. These experiments have generated conflicting results regarding the presence 6 or

absence7 of NE phonons. Time-resolved PL measurements with "20ps time resolution

were reported by Ryan et al.8 who found that the cooling of hot carriers was

anomalously slow after 40ps.

Reviewing the aforementioned previous works two important points were 40.

noticed. First, one can not extract information on the initial carrier relaxation process

either from quasi-steady-state experiments or from time-resolved measurements with

time resolution greater than 10ps. To assess the importance of NE phonon effect on the
"p

energy relaxation of hot carriers one uses a corresponding theory to match the experi-

mental carrier temperature cooling curve or the logarithm of power loss as function

of the inverse of the carrier temperature. There has been no report on the direct evi-

dence for existence of NE phonons in quantum well structures under high photoexci-



tation. It is necessary to study the initial carrier relaxation process to substantiate the

existence of NE phonons and its importance on the hot-carrier relaxation since the

phonon lifetime is about 7ps. Second, one can not easily obtain information on photo-

generated carrier lifetime in modulation doped MQW structures because the large

doped-in carrier density is comparable to the photoexcited carrier density. Further-

more, carrier lifetime can influence the cooling of hot carriers. 9 Therefore, it is neces-

sary to study photogenerated carrier dynamics in undoped MQW structures in order

to obtain information both on the energy loss rates and on the carrier lifetime.

In this paper, experimental observations are reported from the measurements of

time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) with a 2ps time resolution and time-integrated

luminescence spectra from an undoped GaAs MQW structure with dependences on

lattice temperature, excitation intensity, and polarization. The NE phonons emitted

by hot electrons are directly observed by measuring the time-integrated as well as

time-resolved phonon replica luminescence lyipg below the n=l electron to heavy-

hole transition energy. The energy relaxation of hot electrons is found to be substan-

tially suppressed when a large population of NE phonons is present after an initial

rapid cooling. The photoexcited carrier density extracted from a fitting of time-

resolved PL profiles at different emitted photon energies decreases non-exponentially

and very rapidly within the first 30ps. An effective carrier depletion time is deter-

mined to be as short as 10ps. The mechanism leading to such short carrier depleton

time is associated with NE phonon stimulated phonon-replica.

11 Sample

The undoped GaAs/Al.Ga ,As MQW structure investigated was grown by

molecular-beam epitaxy on a (001)-oriented undoped GaAs substrate. The MW con-

sists of 50 periods of 55A thick GaAs and IOOA thick Alo 3 Gao 7 As layers, and fol-

lowed by a 1.2um GaAs buffer layer. The lateral size of the structure is about

2x4mm. The good quality of sample is confirmed by well resolved heavy-hole and



light-hole excitonic structures of room temperature PL spectra. The FWHM for the

heavy-hole excitons is about 13meV. The sample was mounted on the cold finger in

an optical helium cryostat.

III Experiment

An ultrashort laser pulse of 0.5ps duration at 620nm was used to excite the

electron-hole pairs in the sample. Most of light is absorbed in both the GaAs wells

and the AIGaAs barriers. Photogenerated carriers in the barriers will either diffuse to

the GaAs buffer layer or be captured into the wells. The latter will result in uncer- 1

tainty about carrier density in the wells by a fact of -3. Residual transmitted light

is absorbed in the GaAs buffer layer. The diameter of excitation area is about 160um.

To avoid damaging of the sample surface, the maximum excitation power is adjusted 5

such that photogenerated carrier density is on order of 10 19 cm 3 . The 0.5ps laser

pulse was generated from a colliding-pulse passive mode-locked dye laser and

amplified by a four-stage dye amplifier pumped with a frequency doubled Nd: YAG

4- laser operated at 20Hz. In order to keep the time resolution of Hamamatsu streak

camera system within 2ps, PL was spectrally resolved using different narrow band

filters. The luminescence intensities were corrected for the nonlinearity of streak

rate, the spectral response, and the transmission of each narrow band. For the time-

integrated PL measurements, a Stanford boxcar and a GaAs photomultiplier were

L used.

IV Results and Discussion

1. Steady-state

Time-integrated luminescence spectra from the MQW structure excited by the 'N

0.5ps laser pulse at various lattice temperatures (TL ) are shown in Fig.l. These spec- ON

tra were taken in a conventional backward Raman configuration z (y ,y )., where z is

the growth direction. In order to eliminate radiation from the edges of the sample,

.- -4a
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the luminescence spot was first imaged on an aperture with aid of a streak camera

and then re-focused onto a vertical slit of.a grating spectrometer. Several features are 1

displayed in the data shown in Fig.1. (1) The emission band A on high energy side of

the spectra arises from the recombination of photogenerated n=1 electron-hole. The

peak of A shifts towards the low energy side as the TL increases. An high energy

tail on the peak A develops with increasing TL.

(2) A broad emission band C at low energy side of the spectra arises from the

GaAs buffer layer. The total emission intensity of C decreases as TL increases.

(3) The most interesting feature of the spectral data is the appearance of an

emission band B, located about 30meV below the n=l electron-heavy-hole transition.

This B emission band is attributed to the NE phonon stimulated phonon-replica. The

following four reasons support this assignment to the B band:

(i) This B emission band does not appear in the PL spectra taken at low power

excitation about IW/cm2 at 4.3K using a cw 488nm line of an argon-ion laser. How-

A ever, the PL spectra using a very weak train of laser pulses (120fs) directly from the

colliding-pulse passive mode-locked dye laser as the excitation source, with an excita-

tion power density in range of 10- 5-10- 3 W / cm 2, shows a weak electron to acceptor

emission band separated by 17meV from the n=l electron-heavy-hole transition

accompanied by its phonon-replica 10 at low temperatures. This extrinsic emission

band disappeared completely when the sample temperature was raised to - 80K.

whereas the B band displayed in Fig.l exists up to room temperature. Moreover, the

relative time-integrated PL intensity of the B to A band under 0.5ps light pulse exci-

tation shown in the Fig.! decreases as the excitation power density decreases. The B

band in Fig.1 is hardly visible when the excitation power density is lower than /

10- 3 p,, where pF _1O12 W / c 2 is the maximum value of the excitation power den- .,

sity. This contradicts what is generally expected for impurity emission. Since the

concentration of acceptors is low in our sample as confirmed by the luminescence stu- I?
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dies using the weak train of 120fs light pulses, an impurity emission band should be

more readily apparent and pronounced at lower excitation. Therefore, the B emission

band shown in Fig.1 can not be attributed to electron to acceptor luminescence under

-  high excitation.

(ii) The intensity ratio between the B and A emission bands as indicated by tri-

angle in Fig.2 increases as lattice temperature increases. To convince the emission

band B arises from NE phonon stimulated recombination process, we calculate the

sum of occupation numbers both for the equilibrium phonons ( lattice temperature

TL ) and for the NE phonons ( carrier temperature T, ) by assuming the carrier tem-

perature is same as the effective temperature for the NE phonons after 30ps. This

will be discussed later with the carrier temperature. The calculated result is shown

~ by the solid line in Fig.2. The fitting of the total phonon occupation number to the

[ obtained intensity ratio from the spectra is impressively goxL This implies that the

intensity of band B is well correlated with the LO-phonon population. Because of the

participation of NE phonon the intensity of B band (see also time-resolved lumines-

cence at 780nm in Fig.4) is strongly enhanced especially at low temperatures. This

further supports our assignment of the B band to the NE phonon stimulated phonon

replica.

(iii) It is also not possible to attribute the emission band B to the emission from ,

renormalized band-band transition because the peak position of the A band (766.7nm)

and the B band at 4.3K do not change with variation of excitation intensity by a fac-

tor of 103. A further support to above statement is the fact that the spectral posi-

tion of peak A exactly coincides with each other for the two different luminescence 0

studies using different light excitation sources: one is the weak 120fs-pulse train with

a repetition rate of 125Mtz, and the other is the amplified 0.5ps-pulse with a 2011z

repetition rate.

(iv) We have also studied the polarization of the emission bands A, B. and C by



measuring "right-angle" 11,12 z (y , x )y and z (y, z )v integrated luminescence spectra.

It was found that the B band emitted at the sample edge along the y-direction (see

inset of Fig.3) was highly polarized in the x-direction. The A and C emission bands

were depolarized, independent of excitation power density and lattice temperature.

The intensity ratio between the x- and z-direction for the B band is about 20 in the

lattice temperature range from 4.3 to 300K at full excitation power density P,,. But,

the ratio is strongly dependent on the excitation power density at a given lattice tem-

perature. For example, at TL = 20K, the ratio decreases from 20 to -6 as the excita-

tion power density decreases from P, to 0.017P,,,. Fig.3 shows the spectra for

TL = 10OK at two different excitation intensities. The lower solid trace was taken

in z (y, x )y configuration (TE polarization) at the excitation density of 0.017P,,. It is

identical to the spectrum taken in z (y, z )y configuration (TM polarization) which is

not shown. The B band disappears due to the absence of large population of NE pho-

nons at the low excitation and high lattice temperature. The upper solid and broken

traces are the TM and TE spectra at the full excitation P,, respectively. The inten-
SI

sity ratio of TE and TM remains 20. excitation P,,,. It should be pointed out that the

energy position of A band in Fig.3 is lower than that in Fig.1 by -4meV while the

position of B band remains unchanged. This low energy shift of A band is due to the

self-absorption effect. The polarization behavior of B band is consistent with the

results from Raman scattering experiments riported by Zuckcr et al.12 where the

pump photons are provided by the external laser source. In our case the pump pho-

tons arise from the recombination of n=l electron and n=l heavy-hole at the subband

edges. This process is strongly enhanced by the presence of a large number of NE

phonons emitted by hot-electrons at high excitation. The depolarized feature of the

band C is expected since the emission is from the GaAs buffer layer. However, the

polarization behavior of the emission band A is not understood. In terms of the selec-

tion rule of dipole recombination described by Iwamnra et al.13 , the emission intensity



of n=I electron-light-hole for the TE polarization should be four times larger than

that for the TM polarization. There should be no TM emission arising from n=l -U

electron-heavy-hole recombination. It should be mentioned here that the B band in

the Fig.1 which was detected along the z-direction is depolarized and much weaker.

at least a fact of 20, than detected along the y-direction. The former is expected due

to the symmetry and the latter provides an important rule for understanding a fast

carrier density decreasing process which will be discussed in the timc-resolved section.

In order to further substantiate our assignment of the B band, two additional

questions must be addressed:

(1) Why no phonon replica appears on the high energy side of the A band, if a

large NE phonon population really arises? A high energy replica would arise from a

recombination of an energetically elevated electron (hole) by absorbing a phonon and

hole (electron). However, the elevated electron (hole) will be very quickly scattered

by the other hot electrons (holes) through a strong electron-electron, eleciron-hole, 5

and hole-hole interaction before it recombines with a hole (an electron). Therefore,

the high energy replica can not be observed in PL spectra. But, this re-heating process

should result in a retardation of hot carrier cooling which is indeed consistent with

the time-resolved PL data described in the next section. ,.

(2) Why is the energy separation between the peaks of A and B bands (E,,), on

order of - 30meV which is smaller than expected (36meV)? The .30meV energy

separation in fact gives a further strong support of our assignment of the B band. In

an equilibrium state, the interaction strength of electron and LO phonon in a bulk ,.

GaAs is proportional to where Q is the phonon wave vector. Therefore, the pho-

nons in vicinity of Q = 0 would be expected to more strongly couple with electrons

giving rise to a phonon replica at just 36meV below its primary emission band. In r

our highly photoexcited MQW sample, LO phonons are driven to a NE state by a rapid

initial energy relaxation process of photoexcited hot electrons. The develop of these

- S?2



NE both in time domain and in two-dimensional wave vector space (t7, parallel to the

well plane) has been recently studied by several groups.14" 5 Two important results

on the number of NE LO phonon population are : (i) At given q, it can reach to a

maximum in about 0.5 - 3ps and then decrease. (ii) At a given time, it increases stee-

ply from a minimum of q m,, reaches to a maximum at q, , and then decreases. What

is essential concerning the question is that there is a maximum NE LO pho-

non population which is located both in a narrow wave vector space of the

vicinity of q, and in the well plane and lasts in a short time period. This

portion of NE phonons behaves like coherent Bosons. The existence of the "coherent

Bosons" will tend to increase the number of the Bosons (near q, ) in the system with

a rate proportional to the present number of Bosons resulting in a stimulated phonon

emission process. This process can give rise to a phonon replica emissions, when an

electron in the conduction subband recombines with a hole in the valence subband,

not only a photon but also a phonon or more phonons will be emitted to join the

Boson system. In order to conserve the momentum of electron-phonon system in this

recombination, the electron must possess a momentton of q, (neglecting the momen-

tum of the emitted photon) which is associated with a kinetic energy of Eq, = 2m,

Therefore, the energy EAB should be equal to LO phonon energy minus Eq, which is

about 6meV corresponding to the values of 1.03xlO6 cm -1 and 0.067m o for q, and elec-

tron effective mass m,. Thus, this gives 30meV for E.A4 •

Over years. there has been much debate~3 ~ 1  over the interpretation of the A

spectral features locate below the n-I electron to heavy-hole transition energy, --..

mainly because many species exist in this energy region: LO-phonon replica, impurity

states, and many body band gap renormalization. llolonyak and co-workers1 7 have

demonstrated the LO-phonon participation in GaAs-AIGaAs based QW laser emission

by observing n'cre than one LO-phonon sidebands in the laser operation below the

"A n-I confined-particle transition. Recently, Skolnick et al.18 confirmed that a peak
- S



below the n-l electron-heavy-hole transition is phonon replica by observing the cou-

pling at both the GaAs- and InAs-like bulk LO-phonon energies of InGaAs QW. Our

measurcmcnts support these arguments.

2. Time-resolved

Time-resolved PL intensities of the MQW structure at 4.3K were measured over

the spectral range from 720 to 780nm. Four representative streaks at given selected

wavelengths are shown in Fig.4. The emission centered at 770nm arises from the

recombination of band edge electron and heavy-hole. The radiation with wavelengths

less than 770nm are from the recombination of hot carriers. The time-resolved

luminescence intensity of the phonon replica is centered at 780nm. Each lumines-

cence profile is an average from 10 individual shots using a prepulse 19 for averaging.

The left peak of the dotted curve is the prepulse which reflects the 2ps temporal reso-

lution. The right peak on the same curve is the Rayleigh scattering light from the

sample surface which defines the "zero" time for our analysis. Several features

appear in the data displayed in the Fig.4. (i) The rise time for all the luminescence

profiles are instrumental; a 2ps up-limit reflects the rapid thermalization, capturing,

and initial cooling. (i) The shape of rise-part of luminescence profile at 780nm is %
U,',

similar to that at 770nm, but delayed by -3ps. This implies that the emission at

780nm does not originate from the same band as the emission at 770nm; otherwise,

the rise-part of the luminescence at 780 should start at the same zero point as that at

770nm. The delay of -3ps is consistent with our assignment of the emission band .

center at 780nm to the stimulated phonon-replica. This 3ps is the time required to

establish a large population of NE phonons at q,. (iii) The luminescence decay time20  oi

of 3 0 ps (broken curve) for the phonon replica emission at 780nm is shorter than the

,' luminescence decay time of 60ps at 770nm. This supports that the emission at

780nm can not be due to impurity emission at high excitation.

•. ), % ON

.. ,sne~
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To study the NE phonon effect on energy relaxation proccss quantitatively, car-

rier temperature and density as function of time should be determined simultane-

S ously. An expression in the time domain is introduced to fit the time-resolved PL

data by using two adjustable parameters, namely, the carrier density 21 (n, ) and the

electron temperature (T,). For the direct optical transition in MW, the lumines-

cence intensity is given by:

I(E,,t)=C,(1-e - I M', )IM _ l 2p, f ",P h f h + IAI_1h 12 P,. f ,P 1, fh ],(l)

where the P, , -rnCh ;, are the density of state for electron, heavy-hole, and

light-hole; the M -hh Oh ) is the matrix element 2 2 for electron to hh(lh) transition; C,

absorbed all the constant factors including the corrections for detector response and

the transmission of each narrow band filters used: r, is the rise time of luminescence %

and is set to be - lps which is an up-limit of thermalization time of electron-hole

system;

e(2)

is the Fermi-Dirac distributions for the electrons in conduction band (with subscript

e) and for the holes in valence band (with subscript h).

An unique set parameters of T, (t ) and u, (t ) was determined by consistently

fitting all the luminescence profiles detected at different photon energies E,. Three

calculated luminescence profiles corresponding the experimental data are shown in

Fig.4 by the thick solid curves.

X,..

The determined Tc as function of time is plotted as the solid curve in Fig.5. The

shaded area reflects the extent of the uncertainty in deducing the carrier temperature

within the first 4ps due to our limited time resolution. The plotted data in Fig.5 is

interpreted as follows. Carrier-carrier collisions quickly leads to a thermalized distri-

bution at very high Tc within lps due to a large number of hot carriers excited.? 3

~ Although an initial thermalization process of carriers can only be probed by fern-

V
r

,
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tosecond spectroscopy. An initial cooling of the therrnalized distribution is stu-

died with our present time resolution of 2ps, providing information about -s

the energy relaxation and the density decay of photogenerated carriers. The

initial cooling within first 5ps is very fast (250K/ps) reflecting both the screening'

and NE phonon effects are small. After the initial cooling, a large number of longitu-

dinal optical phonons in a finite wavevector space accumulates due to the finite pho-

non lifetime.' The phonons emitted by the hot electrons are reabsorbed by the elec-

trons as a reverse process of the emission giving rise to a slower cooling for the hot

carriers. 3 It should be emphasized here that the rapid initial cooling rules out the

importance of significant screening of electron-phonon interaction in the present

study. If the initial screening was important, the initial rapid cooling would be

slowed and a NE phonon population would not be built up.

Another important observation displayed in the Fig.5 is that the time constant

for thj slow decay component of carrier temperature cooling curve is 30ps which is

same as the decay time of the NE phonon stimulated phonon replica emission at 55 ,.

780n o (see Fig.4). T h is suggests that - 5ps is required for the electron system and ."-'

the NE phonon system to be essentially equilibrated with each other. The coupled

electron-phonon system decays with a common decay constant of about 30ps. It

should be emphasized that this time constant (30ps) is the lifetime of NE phonons

which differ from the equilibrium phonon lifetime of -7ps. The longer lifetime for _

the NE phonons than equilibrium phonon is due to the coupling between the hot elec-

trons and NE phonons.

The determined quasi-Fermi-energies for electrons ar ' holes are plotted in Fig.6.

The changes of u, and uh are very rapid with the first lOps reflecting a rapid decrease

of the carrier density. The behavior of the degeneracy for electrons and holes with .

function of time is reversed due the difference in effective masses for the electrons

and holes.

N/'

,5*.'5 
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The quasi-equilibrium distribution functions for the electrons and the holes can

S be experimentally determined from T, (t ) and u,.. (t ). Using these distributions the

energy loss rates for the electrons and holes can be obtained. The energy loss rate

(P,,,h ) is defined as follows: ,.,

d <E ,hh d ~ 0 E f (T. u,.,1 , ,e)d eP,. > . _h d_ [ =...]. (3) ,
dt dt f (T, ,E )d E

When the electron-hole system is treated as the Maxwell-Boltzmann gas, the energy

loss rate for the carriers (c=e,hh) is given by:

dT (t)
P = K (4)

dt

It should be pointed that the energy loss rates for the electrons and heavy-hole

obtained by Eq.(3) are the net loss rates. These include the energy loss due to
%

electron(hole)-phonon interactions and the energy exchange between electrons and

holes by carrier-carrier scattering. The hole-phonon scattering rate was calculated 25  %.%

and measured6 to be 2.5 to 3 times larger than the rate for the electrons due to the

additional coupling through the deformation-potential. The energy transfer from

electrons to holes should be expected in our photogenerated carrier system as long as

*the characteristic time for the electron-hole scattering is shorter than the electron-

phonon scattering time.

The determined energy loss rates using Eqs. 3 or 4 are shown in Fig.7. The solid

and dotted curves were obtained from Eq.3 for the electrons and heavy-holes, respec-

tively. The dot-dashed curve was obtained from Eq.(4). It should be pointed out that

the curves obtained from either -qsJ or 4 are the experimental data because the dis-

tribution function / (T, ,e ) was experimentally determined. The broken line in

the Fig.7 is calculated based on the simple theory5 where the lattice is treated as a

eheat bath for the quasi-equilibrium carriers.

The salient features of the data displayed in the Fig.7 are:

Sa".
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(i) The energy loss rate for the electrons is more than two orders smaller than

predicted by the simple theory5 (broken line). The reason for the. difference arises

from the re-heating of electrons by the NE phonons. The energy loss rate determined

for the electrons by scattering with LO-phonons via the wave-vector dependent

Frohlich interaction may be even smaller than what we have determined because the

net energy loss rate determined from Eq.3 is sum of rates due to elect ron-phonon

interactions and electron-hole interactions. The smaller Phh than P, is because of the

presence of light-hole population and the different masses for the electron and hh

which leads to different behavior of quasi-Fermi energies for the electron and hh as

function of time.

(ii) The net energy loss rates for the electrons and heavy-holes almost follow the

rate determined from Eq.(4). The reasons for this are the rapid decrease of u, as

shown in the Fig.6 as well as the slow cooling of the carrier temperature which

result in u, / KT, <0.5, making the electron-hole system behave more like a

Boltzmann gas.
%a.

(iii) The energy loss rates increase as T, increases. The curves in the Fig.7 even

bends over and approaches the maximum value of 5.3xlO-1W for bulk GaAs. This

"bending" behavior reflects the initial rapid cooling of hot carriers and was also

observed by Shah et a1_6 This may be the indication for the presence of NE phonons in

the system. 4

The average phonon emission tlme7 8 for hot carrier to emit a LO phonon is

defined by:

Aw-ELo / KT,
PC - _ e (5)

The value of Tag as function of the carrier temperature is plotted in Fig.8. This is

just another way to describe the energy relaxation process. As can be seen the T,, is

not a constant but carrier temperature dependent and hence time dependent.

For T, >1200K or t < 5ps the ro,,g remains at a value of about Ips. At the initial

%Ak A;. p ' ' . . ' b .'% % % . , ,' , ' .' .. p"a" - ' , "# "* ,I'" "'.'t.''.',i ' '.€'.4' o g dS . '#-'
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stage of carrier cooling only an up-limit of 0.9ps was determined from the data

shown in the Fig.4. The theoretical predicted value should be -O.16ps 7 which is

consistent with our value within the limited time resolution. As time t > 5ps (or

T, <1200K ) the T,,.g increases quickly with decrease of the carrier temperature

reflecting that a large NE phonon population is built up and the carrier cooling is

suppressed. At T, = 480K , is 10ps. Ryan et al.8 obtained a constant value of

7ps for T,,,, by studies of time-resolved PL of miodulation doped-MQW. The reason

for this is simply because their time resolution of -20ps did not allow them to mon-

itor the entire carrier cooling process.

Information about the time dependence of initial carrier population can be

obtained using the experimentally determined distribution function f .h . The densi-

ties are obtained by the following expressions:

n,(t)f p,, f d ; (7)

nh(')= Plh fde, (8)

where AE is the energy separation between the hh- and lh-subbands at the zone

center. The carrier densities for the electrons, heavy-holes, and light-holes as function

of time are plotted in Fig.9. The quantity of In [n,. (t ) is also plotted in this figure as

a broken curve.

The salient feature of the data in the Fig.9 is that the carrier density decreases

non-exponentially and varies (by a factor of 10) rapidly within the first .30ps after ,

the excitation by laser pulse. One can not define a single carrier lifetime due to the

non-exponential nature of the density curves. However, an effective carrier depletion

time [density decreases by a factor of e -' from n, (t =0)] is deduced to be as short as

lOps. The slow component of density decay curve reflects part of bimolecular recom-

' bination process. The fast decrease of carrier density occurring in such a short time

period cannot be accounted for by the usual bimolecular recombination, which is a ,*4%

-' ' .-. .. "t ' ,. . .

I%
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much slower process, on a nanosecond time scale in a bulk GaAs and about 350ps in

quantum well structure with well thickness of -5nin.Sveral other possibilities or

should be pointed out and discussed:

(i) Rapid carrier diffusion process may be utilized 27 to shorten the lifetime of the

3 carriers within an excited spot. Assuming the velocity of photoexcited carriers mov-

ing in the directions perpendicular to the z-axis is on an order of 10cm / s , an

extremely small radius of about lur for the excitation spot would be required to

decrease carrier density by a factor 10 in the excited region. Since the radius of the

excitation spot was abeut 160urn in our experiment, the carrier diffusion out of the

excited region can not result in the ultrafast depletion time of lops.

(ii) Auger recombination resulting from strong electron-electron Coulomb

interaction may be very efficient and causes a substantial shortening of carrier life-

time at high carrier density in a quasi-two-dimensional carrier system. But from a

comparative study,2 8 Auger recombination in smik:onductor MQW structure and
IN

bulk were found to be close to each other. Using a value of 1.5xl0-_'cm 6s - 1 for the

nonradiative Auger rate in bulk GaAs at room temperature. 29 Auger recombination

j lifetime at carrier density of 1019cm 3 should be b70ps which is about 100 times larger

than the carrier depletion time. However, a detailed study of Auger recombination in

semiconductor MWQ structures under the condition of high carrier density, high car-

rier temperature, low lattice temperature, and presence of a large population of NE

LO phonons does not exist in the literature.

(iii) Finally, let us consider what role the NE phonons can play in reducing the

initial carrier depletion time to 10ps. As discussed in the steady-state section, there is

a stimulated phonon emission process accompanied by an intense stimulated phonon

replica which is mainly radiated at the sample edge and propagates parallel to the

well plane. We found that the stimulated phonon replica detected along the y- ,N,.

direction also had a decay time constant about 30ps which is same as that detected"e-,j

Z?" . .. . . ..
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along the z-direction. Therefore, it is most likely that the initial rapid carrier deple-

tion is due to the participation of the NE I. phonons which stimulates the emission -

of phonon replica. It should be noted that this stimulated process is remarkablely -

different from the regular stimulated emission process in which phonons do not parti-

cipate. As in semiconductor lasers, the stimulated emission is less effective at room

temperature. Moreover, a longitudinal optical phonon (LO)-phonon replica plays no

significant role in the laser operation of bulk GaAs, which is expected because of the .P

weak electron-phonon coupling. Therefore, the prominence of phonon-assistant

recombination in our quantum well structure is due to the presence of a large

number of NE l.O-phonons proluced in the relaxation process of hot carrier-s. By

enploying the NE-t1honon model we able to explain 72ot onY the .Slow calrier Co ling

hut also the ultrashort carrier de!,letion tune in highly photoxcitcd uwdoped quantum

well structures. '.

V Conclusion

With 2ps time resolution we are able to studV the initial energy relaxation of

the hot carriers and the decrease of carrier density simultanCOusly. [he existence of a

large population of NI phonons in highly excited semiconductor quantum well struc-

tures is experimentally verified. Its effect on the energy relaxation is to slow down V .

the cooling rate after an initial rapid cooling (O-5ps). A new mechanism used to

explain the ultrashort carrier depletion time -lOps deduced from the fitting of

time-resolved PL profiles at different. emitted photon energies is proposed to be associ-

ated with NE phonon stimulated phonon replica emission rather than other nonradia-

tive processes.

k..
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Figure Caption

Fig. I Time-integrated luminescence spectra at various lattice temperatures. The peaks

A, B, and C are explained in the text.

Fig.2Triangles are the ratios of the peak intensity of B and A indicated in the Fig.l.

The solid curve is explained in the text.

lig.3Time-integrated Pl. spectra taken in the geometry as shown in the inset at 100K.

Fig.4Time-resolved PL profiles (thin solid curves) from the symmetric MQW at 4K at

various wavelengths. The narrow peaks within 0-10ps are the pre-pulses used

for averaging. The next peak of dotted curve is the Rayleigh scattering light

from the sample surface. The thick broken curve is generated by an expression

of I (E ,t )=,I jI-e-' / - ' , and the thick solid curves are generated by V.

Eq.(1).

Fig.5Experimentally determined carrier temperature as function of time. The shaded I,

area indicates the extent of uncertainty in deducing carrier temperature within

first 4ps.

Fig.6Experimental determined quasi-Fermi energies for electrons (up solid curve) and

for holes (down solid curve). %
%

Fig.7Experimentally determined net energy loss rates for electrons (e) and heavy-

holes (hh) obtained from two quasi-equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution func-

tions. The dot-dashed curve is obtained from Maxwell-lRoltzmann distribution

function. The broken line is theoretical result for bulk GaAs without the effects

of screening and nonequilibrium phonons. The power unit is 10-" watts.

Fig.8Experimentally determined average phonon emission time as function of carrier

temperature.

Fig.9Experimentally determined carrier densities as function of time. e for electron.

hh for heavy-hole, and lh for light-hole. The broken curve is the nature loga-

.'T.
% .
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ObservaInsttt of Ultrafast LatrlcoExpansio ofsenegei

Departments of lectrical Engineering and Physics

T'he City College of New York, New York, Newv York, 10031

T. liederson, and HI. Morkoc

Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of Illionis at

Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Ilinfois 61801

A 13STR.4CT

Lateral expansion of energetic carriers excited by an intense 0.5-ps

laser pulse in a single asymmetric GaAs quantuim well is investigated

at 4.3K using a streak carr. ra. On a picosecond time scale, it is

observed that the carriers expand fromn the excitation spot at an

ultrafast speed of -lO 8cm / s . A comparison, tunder identical condi- 'S

lions, of the asymmetric and symmetric quantumn well results sheds ~.

light on the mechanism that leads to such an extraordinary large car- *.

ncer expansion velocity.

PACS numbers: 66.30.Dn, 72.204. Jv., 73.40. Lq.
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Over several years, spatial expansion of photoexcited carriers in semiconductor

bulk and microstructures has been a subject of great interest. Based on the photo- -

luminescence (PL) data, Forchel et al.1 have suggested that the fast ambipolar "

diffusion of optically excited carriers in a wide varity of semiconductors (e.g., Si, Ge,

p GaAs, CdS, and ZeSe) at a speed comparable to Fermi velocity is essential for the

understanding the broad line shape of the luminescence spectra. Later, Steranka and

Wolfe2 pointed out that the fast-diffusing model1 overestimated carrier expansion

velocity by an order of magnitude on nanosecond time scale in indirect-gap Si due to .

neglecting the local lattice heating effect. Subsequently, Tsen3 confirmed the results

of Steranka and Wolfe 2 on a picosecond time scale by time-resolved Raman scattering.

Using excite-probe technique, Majumder et al.4 found the carrier expansion velocity

was smaller than Fermi velocity in the direct-gap CdS and CdSe. In contrast, many

groups deduce from their experiments carrier expansion velocity v, ?tO cm / s in

Ga.A-s5.6 and CdSe. 7'8 This value is roughly equal to the Fermi velocity of carriers and

exceeds group velocities of longitudinal and transverse acoustic phonons by about 2

orders of magnitude, thus, supporting the fast-diffusing model of Forchel et al.' in

these direct-gap polar materials. Theoretically, Wautelet and Van Vechten 9

have inferred that hot carriers generated by nanosecond laser pulses will be

confined near the excitation spot; while a spatial expansion of photoexcited car-

riers is expected from both hydrodynamic 5 °1 0 and thermodiffusive 1 points of
2

view. Recently, Steranka and Wolfe2 have suggested that nonequilibrium

(NE) phonon effects1 2 (phonon wind) must be taken into account in a more

realistic description of the dynamic carrier expansion process. The NE phonons

V. created in hot-carrier relaxation process provide a large driving force for car-

rier expansion.
In GaAs/AIGaAs system, the band-discontinuities at the interfaces of GaAs and

AIGaAs leads to the formation of two-dimensional electronic energy subbands in the

.I .' .
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GaAs region. Recent Raman-scattering studies by Sood et al. 13 provided evidence for

the presence of interface phonon modes and confined longitudinal optical (LO) and -I

transverse optical (TO) phonons in GaAs well layer. One would like to kown how

carrier confinement, modified phonon modes, and well shape influence the dynamic

process expansion of photoexcited carriers in a quantum well structure. Most

recently, Tsen and Morkoc 14 have shown no influence of the effects of reduced dimen-

sionality for carriers and phonons on photogenerated carrier expansion in

GaAs/AIGaAs symmetric MQW structures using picosecond time-resolved Raman

scattering at a low carrier density of )-10"'cm -. Their measured expansion velocity

of 8.6x10 6cm / s is consistent with the fast-diffusing model of Forchel et al. 1

In this letter, we report on the first real time investigation of ultrafast hot car-

rier expansion process associated with an ultrashort carrier depletion time of

10ps in an asymmetric GaAs quantum well at 4.3K using a 2-ps-resolution streak -

camera system. By studies of time-resolved PL arising from the recombination of

energetic electron and hole detected from a lateral displaced region 3UOunt away

from the center of the excitation spot which is - 160um in diameter, it is observed

that the hot carriers expand from the excitation spot at an ultrafast speed of

108cm/ s. Through a comparison of the symmetric and asymmetric quantum

well results under identical conditions, it is concluded that the observation of such a

fast hot carrier expansion process is made possible only in the asymmetric well

with the higher energy barrier such as to prevent from carrier expansion in the well

direction. Density and cooling of photogenerated carriers are independently deter- ,,,.

mined by analysis of time-resolved PL from the excitation spot. We have demon-

strated that cooling of hot carriers is severely slowed by the N- phonon heating effect

and the carrier density decays very rapidly within the first .30ps after the excitation p
by 0.5ps laser pulse due to the NE phonon stimulated phonon replica.

In our experiments, an intense laser pulse of 0.5ps at 02[nm was used to excite

o%*,..' .,.,,' ,/.. , ,',.. ' ", " ".''."" +,. ' , %* " -,, . ",,'., , ,,%- '- ,, ,,."; . , "p ",'"""' ,"",',.','.,

N- U. 1 - + _ _ - + r + +- -•r - + +" " m + I

. . .',.+ ,,. ."] ++ ,+" + ,' t ++'++ , , ._, . n- , , +t , z : .. + * +ft V - - l



the electron-hole pair density of " c im - 1. The excitation source is from a '

colliding-pulse passive-mode-locked dye laser amplified by a four-stage dye amplifier -

pumped with a frequency doubled Nd: YAG laser operated at 201tz- The undoped ;-

GaAs/AlxGa xAs asymmetric and symmetric quantum wells investigaed in this ",7

work were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a (001)-oriented undloped GaAs sub-

strate. T'he asymmetric quantum well consists of layers from the front surface to -.

substrate 150,A Alo3Gao7As, 50Ak GaAs well, 200A AlAs (asymmetric barrier), and ' "

followed by lurn AIo.3Gao.As, and 0.2urn GaAs buffer. The symmetric well struc-

ture used for the comparative studies consists of 50 perios of 550A GaAs and 100A.,f

-4

S Al 3GaoTAs layers followed by a 1.2um GaAs buffer layer. The excellent quality of',.

the samples are confirmed by well resolved heavy-hole and light-hole excionic struc-

First, we discuss the measurements of' the differences in the spatial ,X idths of'%

S ctilie-integrated laser and mp. intensity profiles on the sample Sursae. I ha hol PI,

umprofiles (solid curves) deected within a spectral window of 35n21 ( hme\)centered

at 700n (.77eV) for the asymmetric and symmetric wells along with the profiles

(broken) of corresponding exciting laser at a fixed intensity are plotted in Fig.la and

Fig.lb, respectively. lhe gain of detecting system was adjusted such that the max-

imumn intensities recorded for the PL and laser were roughly same. The insets show .€

the potential profiles of the asymmetric and symmetric wells. It is clear that the

" half-width of PL profile for the asymmetric well is much broader than for the sym-

metric wells. This implies that the energlic carriers (about 3 br-phonon energies

above the subband edge) in the asymmetric well is much more mobile than in the

symmetric well.i-

irtBy making use of the two electronic windows of the streak camera, time-

resolved P la intensities of the asymmetric well, lwI(t) and 1,2(t), from the excited

and unexcited regions, respectively, were measured. The subscripts wl and w2..*.

iols

t he potential rofiles o t a clear that' v - '; ' - -- . . ' £' 4¢; 4a ¢;¢;¢ the



(r 1-r3) stand for the two windows as being positioned in the Fig. I. The I (t) and

w2(t). (thin solid curves) measured at 4.3K with 2ps time resolution are displayed F.

in Fig.2. The peak of the broken curve is the Rayleigh scattering light ()2(nm) front

the sample surface which defines the "zero" time for our analysis. The thick solid

curves are the theoretical fits which will be discussed below. As can tx seen the rise

of the I is time-: nolution limited, while the rise of I,, is much slower than that

of the Iw. The slow rise time 15 of l (r,, 2 > lOOps) is essential to suppoort that

the luminescence detected from the laterally displaced w2 indeed arises from the u
recombination of electron and hole which come from the w 1. It eliminates one possi-

ble artifact that may lead to anomalously strong luminescence detected from the w2.

Such a possibility arises from the lur layer of Al 3 Ga. As which is next to the

AlAs harrier. This layer is also highly excited by the 02)nm laser pulse. Possible

recombination radial ion (although we did not detect For the asyminmetric well, neither

for the symmetric well) from Al 3Gaas. . layer will excite carrier- within the well. £
0.3-.0.7

This secondary excitation would not be limited to the originally excited region giving

rise secondary luminescence. Since the speed of light in GaAs is about l()um /ps, the

luminescence intensity Iw2 would rise quite similarly with the IwA. This is contrary

to our experimental observation.

Having known the expansion distance (294umn) from the center of the w I to the

inner edge of the w2 and assuming the time it takes for carriers to expand from the

w I to w2 where they recombine is equal to the rise time of I w, an up-limit of the

expansion velocity v, is c- 7mnated to be about 2.94xlOScm / s (294um / lOOps).

The decay of the IN%. is dependent upon a transient carrier distribution in the w I

.. which determines the number of carriers in the given energy space as function of

* time. In order to obtain the carrier distribution (assumed to be Fermi-Dirac distribu-

tion), the time-resolved Pl. profiles detected in narrow (20nmeV) spectral regions

which cover the whole emission band were measured from the region w I at 4.3K.

;~:e:
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We have introduced an expression using the carrier temperature [T, (t)] and the %

quasi-Fermi-energy for electrons [u, (t )] as a set of parameters to consistently fit these

measured profiles. Three typical measured profiles as well as theoretically fitted

curves (thick solid) are plotted in :ig.3a. The subband edge luminescence is centered

760no. The cooling of hot carriers is substantially slowed down after -5ps clue

to reabsorption of N- phonons by the carriers. 16-18 The electron density n, (t ) and

In In,. (t )] are plotted in Fig.3b. The salient feature of the plotted data is that the car-

rier densily decreases nonex-xpnentially and very rapidly form 0 to .0ps. One can not

define a single lifetime to describe the carrier density decay. iHowever, an effective

carrier depletion I hue it he I hue for n. to decrease by a factor of e - from n,. (t =0)]

can be deduced to be as short as lOps. Such an extremely rapid carrier density

dec rease can not be accounted for by an usual bimolecular reomnbination which is in

nanise(onc liic s.ae for a bulk (ia.\s and about 350ps for a quann ini well structure

JIS with well thickness of -50.\. 19 But it can be explained consistently hN the part icipa-

lion of N phonons in the highly excited system. Since N. phonons ate tal i ed both
in a wavevector space and in a real physical space (in the well plane) they will

behave like coherent Bosons. The existence of the coherent Bosons will tend to

increase the number of the Bosons in the system with a rate propxortiona! to the

present number of Bosons. This is a stimulaled phonon emission process and can be

accomplished by a phonon replica, when an electron recombines with a hole, not only

a photon but also a phonon or more phonons will be emitted to join Roson syslem..

, Such a NE phonon stimulated phonon replica has been reported previoumsly by

lloloayak ct al 20 We have recently confirmed 16 this novel process in the symmetric

wells by monitoring the phonon replica which is mainly radiated in the lateral x-y

plane in time domain as well as detailed fXolariiation studies of integrated lumines- ,.

V cence spect ra.

.V Using the determined carrier distribution, the solid curve as shown in Fig.2a is

oV.7
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theoretically generated to fit the measured l. Good itting indicates that the photo- -.

generated carrier system is not a purely diffusive system.

We now discuss possible origins for the observed anomalously large expansion

velocity of the energetic carriers in the asymmetric quantum well but not in the

symmetric quantum well.

According to the thermodiffusive model,', 1 a classical diffusion Cnuation7 can be

employed to fit l (t). Assuming the initial photogenerated carrier profile is a sym-

metric bell-shaped function7 the carrier density as function of time t and distance r

can be written as ".

2-,/,,r 1 1og 2 D " t )-1/ 2 a2141.e 2 + 4[)

n( r t ) = ne + - I e

where D is an cffctive diffusion constant for the energetic carriers in the given -

spectral region and time scale of -20ps, n,, is the carrier density at the center o, laser

s pot, and a is a width-paraneter for the iit ial carrier profile which s d, criinncd to

be 12Oum. When electrons and holes move together in the lateral x-y plane of the

asymmetric quantum well, i.e. ambipolar djifusion applies to the present case, the ""

luminescence detected from the w2 should be given by:

1, (t)*
-J , -fl', t )d ., (2)

Using the above expression to fit the measured Iw, two parameters of D' and rp 2

have been precisely determined to be 0.7X01,'cnZ 2/ A and 3ps, respectively.,

a 1%
It should be investigated whether the determined values for D' and r 2 can be

interpreted from the t hermodifftusive model. 1' 1 1 Several aspects are discussed below:

(I) The value of D' is four orders magnitude greater than the regular impurity
*4'4

scattering limited difIusivity. The enhancement of ) may arise from high carrier

temperature and the screening effects 8 at high carrier density.I lowever, the screen-

ing effects do not seem to be effective since the initial carrier cooling is very rapid. 1 "

.:5:
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(2) The decay rates of carriers which are located in the same energy space but in V

the different spatial regions of the w 1 and w2 are comparable reflecting the dominant

process for carrier density decay is not due to the carrier expansion out from the wI

but due to the NE phonon stimulated phonon replica. It is further inferred that a

large number of the NE phonons emitted by hot electrons may exist in an area of at

least 300um in diameter. These phonons which have momenta parallel to the x-y

plane relax to acoustic phonons of large momentum and then these acoustic phonons

may drive2 the carriers outside the excited region. A rough estimation seems support

this argument. Let us take a value of 1o- dynes per pair 2 for acoustic phonon-wind

force, an excess energy of 140meV per electron-hole pair, and an acceleration time of

L3ps. [hen, a value of 2.Sxl cn/ s for carrier expansion velocity is predicted by

phonon-wind mel.2 ,1 2

(3) From the determined D and r , the expansion velocity is calculailed by

= __ - 2.3XlO~cm s s w hitJh is consislent to the thermnodifus xv iimdc! l

and the estimated up-limit. In a two-dimensional electron system quasi-Fermi-energy

is proportional to carrier density. Therefore, the Fermi-velocity vF and hence v, is

proportional to the square root of the carrier density. Then, our observed

= 2-3xlOScm / s at the high carrier density of -11cn - ' is consistent with the

measured ,.O = 6x1O'cm / s by Tsen and Morkoc |m at the low carrier density of 0 rj1,

* (4) Using the determined D" and r" 2 an cffictive "difusion length" is calcu-

lated to be 30um . According to this value, there would be no significant carriers in

the region of w2 which is 3(X)um away from the excitation (enter. But the total

detected photons from the w I and w2 within the first 20ps after the excitation by

3 the laser pulse is comparable. This might be again interpreted by the phonon-wind

model 2 in which the concept of conventional diffusion length may not apply since

the collisions between carriers and phonons no longer limit how far carriers can be

,

> .1 NA N.
'". " ,-e :":",.."". .-.-"- . ". .. ", .- " " " " ,""" " "". " """. 2r2 '.-".Z '2' .'.Z, '2 " ,2, ", "" %"" . .", ,."r";. Q.,%4
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(5) Finally, it must be noted that the anomalously fast expansion is only

observed in the asymmetric well. This is very interesting because such a simple

modification of quantum well shape in comparison with the symnmet ric well makes a

big difference on the dynamic carrier expansion process. I)ue to the asymmetric well

shape there are no transmission states (virtual states or unconfined states) above the

lower energy barrier unlike the symmetric well case. This is an intrinsic property of

the asymmetric quantum well. The photogenerated carriers may be immediately

scattered by the higher energy harrier and obtain momenta from the interface which

N4 assists carriers to expand rapidly in x-y plane.

In summary, we have observed for the firs, time the ultrafast expansion of tle,

energetic carriers in the asymmetric quantumn well. It is found that the unique wvell

shape of the asymrnetric quantum well is responsible for lhe observalion of the

extraordinary large expansion velocity of the enervetic carriers. I lowever, no disin(-

lion has been made among various lmodels to explain the observed ultrafasl carrier

expansion process. Both the rapid carrier density decay and the slow cooling of hot

carriers in the asymmetric and symmetric wells are attributed to the presence of the

nonequilibrium phonons generated by the energy relaxation of photoexcited carriers.

The research was supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research

under Grant Nk. AFOSR-864)031. We thank K. I3ajaj for helpful discussions.-
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Figui Caption

Fig.lTimc-integrated spatial profiles of laser and the luminescence in a spectral win-

dow of 35nn centered at 700nm at 4.3K from the asymmetric well (a) and,%

symmetric wells (b). The w l ad w2 are regions where the lime-resolved

luminescence profiles are obtained. The insets show the potential profiles of the

asymmetric and symmetric wells. %

Fig.2Time-resolved photoluminescence of the asymmetric well al 4.3K from the spa-

tial region of the w I (a) and w2 (b). The solid curves are the theoretical fits as q

discussed in the text.

Fig.3(a) Time-resolved photoluminescence from the asymmetric quantum well at

4.3K at various wavelengths. (b) The electron density decay curves.
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Electron-hole recombination lifetimes in a quasi-zero-dimensional electron X
~system in CdS,, Se,

Kai Shu, G. C. Tang. Mahesh R. Junnarkar, and R. R. Alfano'

l~nstitute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers. Departments of Electrical Engineering and Physics, -
The City College of New York, New York New York 10031 '%,

., (Received I December 1986; accepted for publication 25 September 1987)
E The recombination lifetimes for the radial and angular quantum number conserved IS-IS and
s tIP-IP transitions from three-dimensionally confined electrons in CdS Se, -. were measured-

by time-resolved photoluminescence (PL). The assignment of the observed transitions was

supported by calculations of eigen energy levels and squared matrix element ratio for these-..transitions as well as well-resolved PL peaks arising from IeS-IS angInrIg an Psitions. %

Recently, carriers localized in semiconductor micro- assignment of the observed Sand P transitions was support-

structures have attracted much attention because of their ed by calculations of eigen energy levels and squared matrix
novel optical properties for potential device applications, element ratio for these transitions, as well as the observation
Electrons localized in semiconductor crystallites of diame- of optical transitions in steady-state PL.
ters ranging from 30 to 800 A embedded in a transparent The samples investigated were four optical glass filters
insulating matrix are confined in three dimensions. 3 Such Coming 2-61, 2-59, 2-58, and 2-64. The value of x for each ..
quasi-zero-dimensional (quasi-OD) electron systems also sample was accurately obtained from chemical analysis.' A
exist in bulk alloy semiconductors due to compositional fluc- second harmonic (530 nm) of a Nd-glass laser pulse of 8 ps
tuations.' Electronic motion in these systems no longer fol- duration was used to excite the samples on the front surface.
lows a well-defined energy momentum relation because the The maximum optical energy incident onto the front surface g
Hamiltonian of the system does not commute with the mo- was about 40uJ. The spot size was about 8 x 10- 3 cm-. For
mentum operator due to potential discontinuity at the ciys- steady-state PL experiments, an argon-ion laser, a Spex dou-

O7 tallite surface. The envelope wave functions in spherical co- ble grating spectrometer, an S-20 photomultiplier, and a
ordinates [r,06] and eigen energies of conduction electrons lock-in amplifier were used.
and valence holes localized in an infinite spherical well with- The time-resolved PL profiles obtained at various emis-
in the effective mass approximation are given by sion energies at 4.2 K for sample 2-58 are shown in Figs.

InLm) = CIjL (X.L r) 1.,, (O, O) (1) 1 (a)-I (e). The left curve in Fig. 1 (a) shows the temporal

and profile of the exciting laser pulse which reflects the time reso-
lution of the detection system (10 ps). The dotted curves in

;..:E, = ¢d Y /2rn, a; ( 2 ) Fig. I are the double-exponential fits to the data with a value ._-

respectively, where the subscripts n, L, and m are effective of 12 ps for the rise time r,. The decay times of these time-
radial, angular, and magnetic quantum numbers, respective- resolved luminescence profiles show only two distinct val-
ly; thej and Y are the spherical Bessel and spherical Har- ues. For emission energies ranging from 2.213 to 2.175 eV
manic functions, respectively; a is the radius of crystallite; and from 2.1 to 1.967 eV the decay times are 29 and 100 ps,
and m,., is the effective mass of electron or the isotropic hole respectively." mass.' The values of,, for the lowest two states of either The decay time as function of emitted photon energy E ,,

rconduction electron or valence hole 1 and IP are r and for four quasi-OD electron systems at 4.2 K is summarized in
respectively. S stands for L = 0 and P for L = 1. The Fig. 2. For a comparison, the exciton lifetime versus exciton

allowed transitions which conserve angular and radial quan- energy in a quasi-OD system in a bulk CdSo., Seo 4 , alloy
tum numbers are IS-IS, 1P-IP, and higher transitions. The compound studied by Kash et al.' is also included in this
physical picture of quasi-0D electron system described figure. The most remarkable feature of interest in the data is
above has been experimentally verified by several groups."- the appearance of two distinct energy regions in which the

e Large and fast optical nonlinearities arising from photogen- decay time is different by a factor of about 3.5 for the samples .,
crated electron hole pairs have been reported in quasi-OD 2-64, 2-58 and the bulk CdSo5 3S Se 4 , while the other two
electron systems.6' samples do not show this feature because either I P electron .

In this letter, we report on measurements of ultrashort and hole were not excited or the luminescence from the IP-
recombination lifetimes of the radial and angular quantum IP electron-hole recombination was not detected. It is ex-
number conserved IS-ISand IP-IP transitions in quasi-OD pected that the decay time should be nearly invariable over
electron systems in CdS, Se, _, at 4.3 K using a streak cam- the energy range of emission if only the lowest confined state
era detection system. The time-resolved photoluminescence IS for electrons and holes is occupied. The wide spectral
(PL) detected at various emission energies allows us to un- range most likely reflects the crystallite size distribution and
ambiguously identify the IS-IS and IP-IP transitions. The the fluctuations in the value of x from crystallite to crystal-
recombination lifetime of IP- I P transition was measured to lite. When the two lowest states IS and IP are substantially

. be 3.5 times shorter than the IS- IS transition. The ultrafast occupied and the recombination lifetimes associated with
decay of the lPexcitation may have practical importance for these two states are considerably different, a steplike change
the construction of ultrafast reversible optical switches. The of decay time will be observed in two distinct energy regions.
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cannot explain the steplike energy dependence of lifetime asE,2 213ev

29PS well as the ratio with the value of about 3.5 because the depth
of a potential well caused by compositional fluctuations is
entirely random in nature. Furthermore, the exciton lifetime
would increase monotonically with a decrease of exciton en- -/

' b 4 ergy.-

E 217,,V A two-state (IS, IP) model is introduced here which
consistently interprets all the results shown in Fig. 2 as wellI % FIG. 1. Time-resolved PL profiles de- as other results observed by Cohen and Sturge' and reported

__ tected at different energies (a )-( e) for aS g r t
>_ (c) the sample 2-58 at 4.2 K. The dotted by Kash et al.9 It is possible that the excitons are confined by
-E2101 v curves are the theoretical fit with 12 ps the potential wells in the bulk alloy compound which have

0 loops
Z for rise time and decay times are indi- two lowest states designated by IS and IP. The exciton incated on the corresponding profiles. higher lying state 1Pcan be scattered to the lower lying state

S (d} The left curve of (a) is the temporal
E'2 032 response profile to the laser pulse used IS by emission of phonons instead of migrating from site to -'.-

loops to excite the samples. site.
V 1. "  In order to verify the two-state model, we have calculat- .-.-

. ed the eigen energy levels of the quasi-OD electron systems
E-1 967W and the recombination lifetime ratio for 1S-IS and IP-IP
loops 

.ktransitions. The confinement energy for the ground states
(E is) is equal toE's + Es for the quasi-0D electron sys- ,

IME ( S '"I'") tems, where E ' and E s are the lowest confinement ener-
gies for electrons and holes, respectively. These energies

The exact lifetime ratio in the two energy regions depends on were calculated from the bulk band gaps" ° at 300 K and the € E

the transition matrix elements. The above argument should measured peak energies of the first derivative of room-tern- I
in principle explain what we observed. However, the energy perature reflectance (dR /dA) by subtraction. Using the
dependence of localized exciton lifetime in the bulk com- electron effective mass, the isotropic hole effective mass giv-
pound CdSo . 3 Seo0 7 as displayed in Fig. 2(e) also exhibits a en in Ref. 4, and the measured E,,, the effective diameter of
steplike feature. The explanation given by Kash et al.9 was crystallite for each sample and eigen energies were calculat-
based on the model suggested by Cohen and Sturge4 where ed based on Eq. (2) and listed in Table I. The emitted photon
the exciton migration goes from a site with higher energy energies at 4.2 K for IS-ISand IP-IP transitions in Table I
into another site with lower energy. This raises a question were obtained by adding corresponding confinement ener-
whether the exciton migration mechanism can apply to the gies to the values of bulk gap"0 at 4.2 K. These calculated .
present case. Since exciton migration must involve a trans- energy positions are located in Fig. 2 as arrows labeled by S "1
port over a relatively large distance due to the nature of the and P for clarity and are in reasonable good agreement with
exciton-phonon interaction," such migration may occur in the two-state model. "

relatively large crystallites. This apparently may explain the The radiative lifetime ratio for IS-IS and IP-IP can be
results observed in samples 2-58 and 2-64. In smaller crystal- predicted following the approach given by Casey and Pan- % %
lites the migration does not occur in correspondence with ish.'' The matrix element for a transition from localized ",
the samples 2-61. However, the exciton migration picture state in conduction band to the localized state in valence .-'

o .o-50 250 ' band is M = Mb M,, where Mb is the average matrix ele-
-0 (No 2-64 ment for the Bloch states for bands in absence of new eigen

75 • • states due to the confinement and M., is the envelope part
1 25 of the matrix element which is M.. = (lL IlL ). Since the

s -P state is a threefold degeneracy state with magnetic quan-

tbNo2-59 °s turn number of - 1, 0, and 1, the envelope matrix element
l ko I ratio ofIM,, to I - , can be readily calculat-

5 * • * B Z 2.2 ed to be 5. When the 4 K recombination lifetimes are purely -.

* *x 3 radiative, then the ratio forrs /r,, should be equal to S. The
_, 0 (a I BULK discrepancy between the predicted value of 5 and the experi- "

(d)N• 2-58 2000 - mentally measured value of 3.5 for ris/1,r arises from the
) -5 existence of nonradiative transitions. A simple rate equation

75 I analysis helps to substantiate this statement. Suppose 1/ ,'
sl 0 V"I 1"ii = I/r, + l/r,,, where i = SP; -r.(p, and "r.,,) are the

0 , s , •P1 o I I I I I radiative and nonradiative recombination lifetimes for the
1. 2.0 Z2 2,05 207 209 2i Z13 IS(P)-IS(P) transition, respectively. The ratio is

ENERGY IeV)
FN~~rRGY (oV) "/,r'Fp + (,/,)[ r , )1(,r,. + r,,)] When r,., I

FIG. 2. Lifetimes are plotted as function of emitted photon energy. The +
sample temperature for (a), (b), (c), (d) is 4.2 K and for (e) is 2 K. The T. and 4T. ,,r,, then r-S/r ,  1; hence, there should be
arrows indicate the energy positions for the IS-IS transition (S) and the only one lifetime. This is opposite to the experimental re- -_
IP-IP transition (P). suits. On the other hand, the ratio r,s/rp is about 3.5 when
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TABLE I. Measured energy peak offirst derivative of reflection at 300 K. bulk energy gaps at 41 and 300 K, the calculatedconfinement energies, emission
energies for IS-IS and IP-IP transitions and effective diameters (d), the measured lifetimes for IS-ISand IP-IP transitions as well as their ratio are
displayed. % .

(300 K)
Energy 4K

peak (300 K) emission 4 K
Sample for Bulk Confined energy energy' lifetime

CdS. Se,, dRIdA gap' (meV) (eV) (ps)"No. x d (eV) (eV) E;, + E, E , E , EE E, IS-IS IP-IP AE- Is IP r/rr 4K.P

2-61 0.27 74 2.0120 1.7857 226 187 39 382 80 2.156 2.392 220 70 20' 3.5
2.59 O.121 80 1.9366 1.7333 203 168 35 344 72 2.078 2.291 224 85 24:4 3.5
2-58 0.081 80 1.9245 1.7143 210 174 36 356 74 2.065 2.284 c 100 29 3.5
2-64 0.168 102 1.8666 1.7429 124 103 21 211 43 2.004 2.134 c 210 60 3.5
Bulk 0.530 250 1.9368 17 14 3 29 6 2.090 2.108 2750 790 3.5

'From Ref. 10.
"Measured energy separation (meV) between S and P peaks at 300 K from Fig. 3(a). .,
' Peaks are broad and unresolved.
dThe anticipated values assuming a same ratio r,/r, for the samples 2-58 and 2-64.

nonradiative recombination lifetimes (r,, = r,,,) are about factor of 2 in comparison with room-temperature data. The
5 times larger than the radiative lifetime rr, of the excited latter indicates that the broadening ofthe IS-IS transition at
state IP for the assumption ofr,, -r,, and rs - r,,. room temperature is not entirely dominated by the size fluc- -

Steady-state PL studies at 4 and 300 K were performed tuation. The inset of Fig. 3(b) shows a spectrum fit by as-
to substantiate our findings from the picosecond studies. In suming a Gaussian shape of the probability density function
Fig. 3 (a), 300 K PL spectra ofsample 2-61 at various excita- for the random variable d. The fit gives a mean value of 74 A
tion levels (see figure caption) are plotted. The broken verti- for the effective diameter and a full width at half-maximum
cal line indicates the peak position of dR /dA. As expected of 15 A. which characterizes the size fluctuation of.m icro-
the salient feature in the luminescence spectra is the appear- crystallites. The structure next to the main IS peak is from
ance of a two-peak structure separated by 220 meV on the the IF-IP transition since its energy separation with the IP
high-energy side of the broken vertical line. Based on the peak is about 210 meV.
two-state model we attribute these two peaks to the IS-IS We have also measured 4 and 300 K luminescence spec- . .
and IP-IPoptical transitions5 as indicated by S and Pin the tra of 2-59, 2-58, and 2-64 samples. The two-peak structure
figure. was observed for 2-59 at both 4 and 300 K. The peaks were

The 4 K PL spectrum of 2-61 excited by the 457.9-nm broader for 2-58and 2-64than for theother two samples and
line of the argon-ion laser is depicted in Fig. 3 (b). As can be the IP structure was not clearly identified.
seen from the spectrum, the position of the IS-IS peak shifts In summary, we have reported on the measurements of
to higher energy and its FWHM (58 meV) decreases by a recombination lifetimes of IS-IS and IP-IP transitions in

quasi-OD electron systems in CdS, Set - ,. The assignment
to these observed transitions is supported by calculations of4S (a) 2-61 A ( )2-61 eigen energy levels and the corresponding squared matrix

300K, 4 31( element ratio as well as the direct observation of optical tran- I

sitions between quantized energy levels IS and IP in the
conduction band and the valence band.

/ } This work was supported by Air Force Office of Scien-
'. 6o0 tific Research AFOSR-86-0031.
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an ~ymetr.c uanum 4el ;,itha smilr wllthicKness have revealed several important experimental

is substantially sur. pr-sseo ,,i, to th e existence of a large populat.ion of nonequilibrium phonions pftrces

fro7 exact and consiatont fittings of the time-resolved pnotolu-ninescence profiles at various emitted deduced

enervies dccreases5 flon"xO~r.nt:illy 2nd very rapidl1y within the first 3') pa after the end of a 0.5 pa pulse.
An effective carrier depletion t,,me is determined to be as snort -is 1S ' s in teither well. A meonanism which
leads to such snort c:arrier eitintime is founi to be ass00i3teC0 With n onePu1itibriajm phonon enhanced
pnonon repli emissiur. rnlie conventiOn3l stim ula',d emissOon cer~i%_ 20, lis mechanism ia even more
effective in eanausting -arriers from, the system at nig ner (mestr a ') The difference in otential
well profile, corresponcs to a very iiffer-rit behavior of ca~rrier llfu:on process in to!e lateral well plane.
7Tne carrier diffusion _3 enonn:d :r the Well planei of the asv-,,etric .- I by restricting carrier diffusion
in the growth direction. Diffusivity D of th e pnotoexcit'-i oarri ers :r. toe asymmetr~c well has been directly
cto-rmined to b- I l6oo2/s at *.S wir. is aibout four ctr r~ ofmani tude larger trari tnep value in bulk

GaAs.

bver the last few years. there ns Seen a ,rowinw OErett uroerstanl Ine fucsmental interactions of
confnedandfree elcrns and .4l~ itn t e phonons :n bulk sem iccnjuctor -rd its mult,.ple quantum well

structures. This understai-ng is crucial for the oceratior of ultrnni;ghr spee- I evice s based on thee%
principles of ultrafast carr,-?r dynamics. .Ine slowiniz of Oare c :~ :n bulk semiconductors wase%

attributed to th- screening' Ojf tr- *,ltctron-rhnon io t~rI,0t:O0. -r 2 r'het og of r -s by hot-
phonons.'' The f irs t com par. fcn' I~o .n-I~t'g !- t .-r : n un c p-d m7u: 1ploUsnt tu7 well1 (MQW)
structures and in the bulk GaAs was achie ved by time-resolved mn-asur.mentS of optical absorption and gain.

The cooling rates were approximately tes~me for t-jlk -ind ~I at a -irri- r censity o)f 2.bxlo ' cm-. This

carriers. Quasi-stea3dy state, oexperi7 nts have , ten (Ia r ried J: Out. t wo groups,' to invest tfkat e the
interaction of electrons and holes with phoinons ~n multo-pe -I struct.~reS. These experiments have
generated conflicting results rec aroing the presence of nonequilibrium phonons. The first measurements
of time-resolved photoluminescence from modulation dopedj semicOrduco MQC4 with greater than 20 pa time %I
resolution were reported by Ryan Pt 3l.

8 whio founs tnost the coolingR of hot -arriers -as anomralously slow
after 40 ps. By reviewing these and other previous, wOrKS We no0ticed three important points: First, by
studying the carrier dynamics in !ouain-oe -r, structures wnicn are designed for high mobility S.

devices, one can obtain the energy loss rates of the photo-injected majorit.y carriers by extracting the
carrier temperature as a function of timre from toe :.o energ'y tai1s of ti7me-resoleod ponotcjlninescence
spectra. Due to a large extrinsic ca3rrielr density, at least Compairable to the pnotoexcited carrier density, .,
one cannot Obtain information on, pnoto-irj-ctfed carrier lifetim-es. In these experiments the carrie-r lifetime%
is essentially clo to the value in bulk which is about 1 '15.' it Is n-ee3sary to Study photo-injectede
car-ier dynamics in undoped MQW structures in Order to cotain information on both the energy loss rates and
carrier lifetimes. The latter is oruci .1 for ippl,.citicr o in hi&h speed ortcolectronic depvices, Several
attempts have been made to reduce, the cairrier 1ftiethrough nonradiaftiv- recombination processes.'.00

eSecond, one cannot extract information on the initial carrier relaxation process from both quasi-steady state %.
experiments and timne-resolved measurements with time. reso1ltin iCreater than I~) pa. Study of the initial
carrier relaxation process is crucial to substantiate the existence of nonoquilibrium phonons and its
importance to the hot-carrier relaxation since the phonon lifetimre is about 5-7 ps. Third, the rapid
expansion of photoexcited electron-hole plasma at high density in quantum well structures has not been

-experimentally inv-stigated on a picosecond tire scale. Only so indire,1i. e-inurement of the expansion of
electron-hole plasma in GaAs MQW structures at low carrier density has been reported where the drift
velocity of the electrons was comparable to the Fermi-velocity, ind themefore, the transport of the

J16'.Pnotoexcited carriers in GaAs quantum wells was thermodiffunive.''
In this paper, several experimental results are reported from the measurements of time-resolved

photolurninesconce w! th 2 ps ,time resol ution an wellI as the fituc' os of' latti co temperature dependence,
excitation dependence, and polarization of Integrated luminescence spectra from an undoped GaAs symmetric
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MQW structure and an asymmetric quantum well. We have found: (1) The energy relaxation process is
substantially suppressed due to the existence of a large population of nonequilibrium phonons after an
initial rapid cooling. (2) The two different well structures do not show a-ny difference in the energy
relaxation process under the name experimqental conditions. (3) The pnotoexcited carrier censity -,racted
from fittings of time-resolved photoluminescence profiles at various emitted pnonon energies decreiases non-
exponentially and very rapidly within the first 30 ps after the -nd of a 0.5 ps laser pulse. An effective
carrier depletion time is determined to be as she, t as 10 ps in either type of wells. A mechanism which
leads to such a short carrier depletion time is associated with nonequilibrium phonon ennanced phonon-
replica-emission. Unlike the conventional stimulated emisslon process this mechanism is even more effective
in exhausting carriers from the system at higher temperatures. The bandgap renormalization in the
photoexcited region is not observed from integrated luminescence spectra as a consequence of ultrashort
carrier depletion time and hot carrier temperature. (4) There is no or little carrier diffusion in the
lateral well plane; of the symmetric wells except for the c-'rriers at the sutband edge, while in the
asymmetric well, the diffusion process is enhanced in the lateral well plane by restricting carrier Jiffusion

in the growth direction. The diffusivity, D, of photcexclted carriers in the asymmetric well has teen
determined to be lO

6
cm

2
/s at 4.3K, which is about four crcors of magnitude larger than corresponding value in

bulk GaAs.

Samoles

The undoped GaAs/AlxGalxAs symmetric MQW structure and the asymmetric quantum well investicated in this
work were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a (001)-oriented undoped GaAs substrate. The symmetric MQW
consists of 50 periods of 554 thick GaAs and 10b thic, Al

2
.3 Ga.As layers followed by a 1.2 wm buffer ,aAs

layer. The asymmetric quantum well consists of layers frcm the front surface to substrate 150 Al. G0a.,As,
50 GaAs well, 200 AlAs (asymmetric barrier), followed by I um Al,.

3 Ga 2 .,As, and 0.2 ;m GaAs tuffer layer cn
Si-doped GaAs substrate. The lateral sizes are 2x4mm, Zx6mm for t".e symmetric MQW structure and tne
asymmetric well, respectively. The samples were mountec on a cold finger in a helium cryostat.

Exoeri mental

An ultrashort light pulse of 500 fs duraiion at 620 nm was used to excite the electron-nole pairs with a
carrier density of 1bO9cm- . This light source was generated from a colliding-pulse passive " mode-locked dye
laser and amplified by a four-stage dye amplifier pumped with a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser at 20 Hz.
The photoluminescence was spectrally filtered using various narrow bano filters, and temporally dispersed by
a 2 ps time resolution Hamamatsu streak camera system. The luminescence intensities were corrected for
nonlinearity of the streak rate, the spectral response, and the transmission of each narrow band filter. The
time resolution for the present work is about 2 ps. The experimental apparatus used in this research has % %

been described in detail by Ho et al."

P Schematic energy band diagrams are shown in Fig. I for a symmetric and an asymmetric quantum well. Using
a finite-depth square well model and material parameters given in Ref. 13 the subband energy positions in the
wells were calculated. There are two subbands for electrons (e) and heavy-holes (hh) and only one subband %'
for light-holes (lh). The good quality of the samples is confirmea by spectrally well resolved heavy-hole
and light-hole excitoniC Structures at room temperature. The FWHMs for the heavy-hole excitons are about 15meV and 12.7 meV for the symmetric and asymmetric quantum wells, respectively.

aind lgthomsles exiancasruriesatroomntemactu oreaThea FW1-eifor the heav-hoe exinles tare abu 15The electron-hole pairs were generated by photo-excitation. These photogenerated carriers thermalize %.41within themselves via carrier-carrier interaction to reach a quasi-equilibrium state in less than 1 ps. .-
Simultaneously, three other processes take place. The first one is the loss of energy of the electron-hole
system through the electron-phonon interaction. The second process is the carrier diffusion process due to
the gradient of carrier density between photoexcited and non-excited areas. The third process is 0
recombination of electron-hole pair through either nonradiative or radiative mechanisms. The work reported
here on the photoluminescence experiments uses the last process to probe the first two processes.

Energy Relaxation 'I

a) Steady State Luminescence "

Time-integrated luminescence spectra of the symmetric MQW structure excited by the subpicosecond laser
pulse at various lattice temperatures (TL) are shown In Fig. 2. These spectra were taken in the z(y,y)z
configuration. The conventional Raman notation (x,y,z are the crystal axes, and z is the growth direction) is "0

used. In order to eliminate radiation from the edges of the sample the luminescence spot was imaged on an "
aperture with the aid of a streak camera and then focused onto a vertical slit of a grating spectrometer. -.- ,
Several features are displayed in the data.

(1) The emission peak (A) on the high energy side of the spectra is from the rec( mbinatlon of
photogenerated n-I electrons and n-1 heavy-holes. This peak shifts towards the low energy side as TL -
increases. A high energy tail on the main peak (A) develops with the increase of TL. For TL>150K, a
shoulder on the high energy side of the peak A arising from the recombination of n-1 electrons and n-I light-
holes can be Identified.
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(2) A broad emission band (C) at the low energy side of the spectra arises from the 1.2 Lim GaAs buffer
layer. The total emission intensity decreases as TL increases.

(3) The most interesting feature of the data is the appearance of an emission band (B) below the n-1
electron to n-1 heavy-hole transition which is attributed to the emission from the nonequilibrium phonon
enhanced phonon replica.

The following reasons support this assignment:

(I) The B emission band does not appear in the steady-state photoluminescence spectra taken at low
power excitation of about 1W/cm

1 
at 4.3K using a 488 nm line of an argon-ion laser. However, the

photoluminescence spectra using a weak train of laser pulses (- 200 fs) directly from the colliding-pulse
passively mode-locked (CPM) dye laser oscillator as the excitation source, with an excitation power density
in the range of 10--10-'W/cm, show a weak -lectron-acceptor emission band separated by 17 meV from the n-1
electron-heavy-hole transition accompanied by its phonon-replica

" 
at low temperatures. This extrinsic

emission band disappeared completely when the sample temperature was raised to - 8OK, whereas the B band in
Fig. 2 exists up to room temperature. Moreover, the relative time-integrated intensity ratio between B and A
bands in Fig. 2 detected under amplified 0.5 ps light pulse excitation decreases as the excitation power
density decreases and the B band is not visible when the excitation power density is lower than 10-'Pm, where t
Pm - 10"W/cm' is the maximum value of the excitation power density. This contradicts what is generally
expected for an impurity emission. Since the concentration of acceptors is low in our sample as confirmed by k

the luminescence studies using the weak train of 200 fs light pulses, the impurity emission should be readily
apparent and more pronounced at lower excitation. Therefore, the B emission band shown in Fig. 2 cannot be
attributed to electron to acceptor luminescence.

(ii) The ratio of emission intensities of B and A emission bands increases as TL increases. The values
of the ratio as a function of TL are shown in Fig. 3 as triangles. This behavior is remarkably different
from the conventional stimulated emission process in which phonons do not participate. As in semiconductor
lasers, the stimulated emission is less effective when the sample is at room temperature. To convince us
that the emission band B is due to a phonon-assisted process, we calculated the sum of occupation numbers %
for both equilibrium phonons (lattice temperature TL) and nonequilibrium phonons (carrier temperature Tc ) by
assuming the carrier temperature is the same as the effective temperature for the nonequilibrium phonons
after 30 ps (see later discussion on the carrier temperature). The calculated result is shown by the solidk%
line in Fig. 3. The fitting of the total phonon occupation number to the obtained intensity ratio from the %
spectra is impressively good. This implies that the intensity of peak B is well correlated with the LO-
phonon population. Because of participation of nonequilibrium phonons the intensity of the B band (see also
time-resolved luminescence at 780 nm in Fig. 4) is strongly enhanced especially at low temperatures. This
further supports our assignment of the B band to the nonequilibrium phonon enhanced phonon replica. Z.

(iII) It is not possible to attribute the emission band B to the emission from the renormalized band-band
transition because the peak positions of the A band (766.7nm) and B band as well as the energy separation
between them at 4.3K do not change with variation of the excitation intensity by a factor of 9x10- (2ND3).
Further support to the above statement is the fact that the spectral position of peak-A exactly coincides
with each other for two different luminescence studies using different light excitation sources; the one is
the weak 200 Is-pulse train with a repetition rate of 114 MHz, while the other is the amplified 0.5 ps-pulse
with a 20Hz repetition rate. As the observed band edge transition energy does not change over a range of
photogenerated carrier densities (10'

9
-10/cm3) the bandgap renormalizatlon in this study must be excluded.

(iv) We have also measured the polarization of the emission bands A, B, and C by adopting a "right-
angle""

,
" geometry for obtaining integrated luminescence spectra. It was found that the emission of band B %, j

detected along the y-directlon (emitted at the sample edge) was strongly polarized in the x-direction, while
the A and C emission bands are depolarized independent of excitation power density and lattice temperature.
The intensity ratio between the x- and z-polarization for the B band was about 20 and independent of lattice
temperatures from 4.3 to 300K at full excitation power density Pm. But it is strongly dependent on the
excitation power density at a given lattice temperature. For example at TL=i00K, the B band cannot be
clearly identified from the A band and shows no difference between the two polarizations at the excitation
power density 0.017 Pm (2ND13), while the ratio at full excitation Pm is 20. The polarization behavior of the
B band Is consistent with the Raman scattering measurements reported by Zucker et al." where the initial
photons are provided by the external laser source. In our case, the initial photons are provided by the
luminescence from the recombination of n-1 electrons and n-1 heavy-holes at the subband edges. This process N7
is strongly enhanced by the presence of a large number of nonequilibrium phonons emitted by the hot-
electrons at high excitation. The polarization behavior of emission band C is expected since the emission is ,% -
from the 1.21im GaAs buffer layer. This, in fact, provides a good check of our system. However, the V,'tr
polarization behavior of the emission band A is not understood in terms of the selection rules of dipole -e
recombination described by Iwamnra et al.". where the emission intensity for x-polarization (TE polarization) r
should be at least four times larger than that for z-polarization (TM polarization) due to different density
of states for heavy-holes and light-holes.

There has been much debate'
-
" on the interpretation of the spectral feature below the n-1 electron

heavy-hole transition energy. This is because the energy levels for impurity states, longitudinal optical
phonon (LO)-phonon replica, and intrinsic bandgap-reduction due to many-body interactions roughly coincide
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with each other. Holonyak and co-workers"8 have demonstrated the LO-phonon participation in GaAs-AlGaAs
based QW laser emission by the observation of more than one LO-phonon sideband of laser operation below the
n=1 confined-particle transition. Also, the phonon replica of n=1 electron to heavy-hole emission has been
observed in the InGaAs based systems. The observation of the coupling at both the GaAs- and InAs-like bulk
LO-phonon energies of InGaAs QW by Skolnick et al.

2 o 
nas confirmed that the peak below the n=1 electron-

heavy-hole transition is a phonon replica. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that our assignment for the
B emission band is consistent with the time-resolved pnotoluminescence data described in the next section.

b) Time-Resolved Luminescence

Time-resolved photoluminescence emitted from the symmetric MGQW structure at 4.3K are shown in Fig. 4 for
various emitted photon energies. The emission centered at 770 nm arises from the recombination of electrons
and heavy-holes near the respective first subband-edges. The emission with wavelengths less than 770 nm is
from the recombinations of hot carriers. The time-resolved luminescence intensity assigned to the phonon
replica at 780 nm is shown in Fig. 4. Each luminescence profile was the average of 10 individi-al shots using
a prepulse" for averaging. The left peak of the dotted curve is the prepulse which reflects the 2 ps
temporal resolution. The right peak on the same curve is the Rayleigh scattering light from the sample
surface which defines the "zero" time for our analysis. Several features appear in the data displayed in Fig.
4. (i) Although the risetime for all the luminescence profiles is instrumental, the 2 ps upper-limit
reflects the rapid thermalization and initial cooling. (ii) The shape of the rise-time of the luminescence
profile at 780 nm is similar to that at 770 nm, but delayed by 3 ps. This implies that the emission at 780 a

nm does not originate from the same band as the emission at 770 nm; otherwise, the rise-time of the
luminescence at 780 should start at the same zero point as that at 770 nm. The 3 ps delay is consistent
with our assignment of the emission band center at 780 nm to the phonon band. This time is just the
effective time required to establish a large nonequilibrium hot phonon population. (iii) The luminescence
decay time of 30 ps (broken curve) for the phonon replica emission at 7h0 nm cannot be due to impurity
emission at high excitation.

The decay times were obtained by fitting the data in Fig. 4 to the expression given by: -at
P%~~~ -ie -i d

I(Et)=1o[ -e re , (1)

where the parameters (10,c r Td
) 

are the proportional constant, the risetime, and the decay time, respectively.

To study the energy relaxation process quantitatively, the carrier temperature as a function of time must ____

be determined. There are many ways to obtain the time evolution of carrier temperature. One way is to
analyze the high energy tail of time-resolved spectra using a Maxwell-boltzmann distribution. 

6-  
Another way

is to measure the ratio of luminescence intensity profiles as a function of time at two energy positions
within the exponential energy tail by also assuming a Maxwell-8oltzmann distribution. The above two methods
cannot extract information on the photogenerated carrier density. An expression in the time domain is
introduced to fit the experimental luminescence temporal profiles by using two adjustable parameters,
namely, the carrier densities (ne, nhh, nlh) and the electron temperature (Tc). 'V'

Assuming the direct optical transition, the luminescence intensity is given by: r

I(Ei,t)=Ci(l-e-t/Tr)[IMe-hh IlPe fe Phh fh - IMe-lhl'Pe fe Plh fh], (2)
.%

where Pe hh lh - me hh lh is the density of state for electrons, heavy-holes, and light-holes; Me-hh(lh) is
the matrix 'element 'for' electron to hh(lh) transitions; Ci absorbs all the constant factors including the
corrections for detector response and the transmission of each narrow band filter used; tr is the risetime of
luminescence and is set to be I ps (approximately the response time of the system) which is an upper-limit
of thermalizatlon time of the electron-hole system;

fe h = /(e (i-ueh)/KTc (3)

is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for electrons in the conduction band (with subscript e) and for holes in thevalence band (with subscript h). The quasi-Fermi energy of holes (uh) is related to the quasi-Fermi energy
of electrons (ue) and the carrier temperature by the relation, 0" -

ne=nhh * nlh (4)

This value is given by: %

uh - KTcln[ealn(1+ Ue/KTc)-] ] (5) .

with

a - _m

mhh mlh (6)

An unique set of parameters of To(t) and Ue(t) was used to consistently fit all the luminescence profiles *
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NS detected at different photon energies Ei. Three typical calculated luminescence profiles are shown in Fig. 4 "1 -%

.% %

by the thick solid curves.

In Fig. 5 the time-resolved photoluminesene profiles from the asymmetric quantuisn well are shown at
three typical energies. The emission centered at 760 nm arises from the recombinations of electrons and
heavy-holes near the respective first subband-edges. The theoretical solid curves in Fig. 5 were generated

using Eq.(2). The same set of values for Tc and u. used to fit the data for the symmetric quantum well were
used to fit the luminescence profiles of the asymmetric quantum well. The energy relaxation process is
similar for both wells despite the different shape of the well. This is as expected! .

The experimentally determined values of T. as a function of time are plotted as the solid curve in Fig. 6.
The shaded area reflects the extent of uncertainty in deducing the carrier temperature within the first 4 ps
due to our limited time resclition. The plot of T. vs t is interpreted as follows: carrier-carrier

collisions quickly lead to a thermalizc. distribution at very nigh T c within I ps due to a large number ofexcitec carriers. "  The thermalization process of carriers an only be probed by remtosecond %w.%,

spectroscopy. The Initial cooling or the thermalized distribution is studied with our present time
resolution of 2 ps, providing information about both the electron-phonon interaction and the carrier

V lifetime. The initial -oolin 4 w it tn the first 5 ps is very fast (250K/ps) assuming a Fermi-Dirac
distribution for electron:-. Aft.r toe initial caoling, a large number of longitudinal optical phonons in
finite wav-vector space sn.r t uc I D tr. -fnte :nonon lifetime. The phonons emitted by the hot
electrons may be reabsortd t;y to as the reverse process of emission giving rise to a slower
coo.g f'r n t:1 S-cmrr:1rs..- c, .  . . zen- r tat the rapid initial cooling rules out the
importance of significant srr'n - nonon :nteraction in the present study. If the initial
screening was import3int, One :n:p . te slow and -a ronqui~lbnrum pronon population would
not be built up. Anotner impor.2 t '' i yed in Fig. o :s that the tlime constant - 30 ps for the %
a w cOmponnt of 'ne ar- 7zri r-w- _,rve :s the same 35 o'ne :ec-iy time of the nonequilionium
pnonon enhanced ph-ncn replica n3 Tn rsm. suggests that tne time required for the electron
and tne non~quiltr:un phoron si u r.n otner is -5 pa. The system tnen decays with
a single decay constant of 3- pa as a coupled net -lectron-nonon system.

Tho experimentally determined qas:-Ferm-energ:es for e-ctrons and holes are plotted in Fig. 7. The -. 9
ch an;-s of ue and uh are very rapid wrtin the first 10 p5 and the behavior of the degeneracy for electrons
and -oles as a function of time ar- reversed.

Jsing the exprimentally .e.. d istritutions for electrons and holes in terms of To(t) and ueh(t)
the energy loss rates for electrons and holes as function of T. or ne can be obtained. The energy loss rate

an is flnet as follows:

zCf f(TcUhh,C)dcj
d<E> hh d -0_ _-_

Pehn - dt dt (7)

f (Tc,u.,hh, )d %

However, if the electron-hole system is treated as a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas, i.e., the electrons and holes
have the same distribution function which is a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the energy loss rate for the
carriers (c-e,hh) is given by: ' e

dT_.(t)td-:.P 0 -=K dt (8).,.

It should be pointed out that the energy loss rates for electrons and heavy-noles obtained by Eq. (7) are
the net loss rates. It includes the energy loss due to electron(hoie)-phonon interactions and the energy
exchange between electrons and holes by carrier-carrier scattering. The hole-phonon scattering rates were .
calculated" and measured' to be 2.5 to 3 times larger than the rate for electrons due to the additional
coupling through the deformation-potential. Therefore, an energy transfer process from electrons to holes S
should be expected in our photogenerated carrier system. The experimentally determined energy loss rates

using Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) are shown in Fig. 8. The solid and dotted curves were obtained from Eq. (7) forelectrons and heavy-holes, respectively. The dot-dashed curve was obtained from Eq. (8). It should be

pointed out that the curves obtained from either Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) are the experimental data because the
distribution f(Tcueh) was experimentally determined. The broken line is calculated based on the simple
theory" where lattice can be treated as a heat bath for quasi-equilibrium carriers. This theoretical curve

does not agree with experimentally determined curves. The smaller Phh and Pe is because of the presence of
light-hole population and the different masses for electron and hh which lead to different behaviors of
quasi-Fermi energies for electrons and heavy holes as a function of time.
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The salient features of the experimental data displayed in Fig. 8 are: %

(i) The experimentally obtained energy loss rate for electrons is more than two orders smaller than
predicted by the simple theory' (broken line). The reasons for the differences arise from the reabsorption
of nonequilibrium phonons by electrons. As stated above, the energy loss rate determined for electrons by
scattering alone with LO-phonons via the wave-vector dependent Frohlich interaction may be even smaller than
our determination because the net energy loss rate determined from Eq. (7) is the sum of rates caused by
electron-phonon and electron-hole interactions.

(ii) The net energy loss rates for electrons and heavy-holes almost follow the rate obtained from Eq. (8).
The reasons for this are the rapid decrease of up as shown in Fig. (8) and the slow cooling of the carrier
temperature which results in ue/KTc ( 0.5. This makes the electron-hole system behave more like a Boltzmann
gas.

(iii) The energy loss rates increase as TO increase. The dot-dashed curve even bends over and approaches

thP maximum value of 5.3xlO-"W for bulk GaAs. This "bending" behavior reflects the initial rapid cooling of..
hot carriers and was also observed by Shah et al.2 This may be the indication for the presence of

A nonequilibrium phonons in the system.

In Fig. 9, we have plotted the average phonon emission time for hot carriers defined by:'

ELO _-ELO/KTc
Tavg = e (9)

as a function of the carrier temperature. This is just another way to describe the energy relaxation
process. As can be seen the 

T
avg is carrier temperature dependent and therefore time dependent. For

TC>1200K or t<5 ps the 
T
avq remains at a value of about 1 ps. As time t>5 ps (or 7 <02CCK) the Tav

increases quickly with decrease of the carrier temperature. At Tc = 480K, tivg is 10 ps. Ryan et al.%

obtained a constant value of 7 ps for iavg by studies of time-resolved photoluminescence of modulation
doped-MOW. The reason for the difference is simply because their time resolution did not allow them to N
monitor the entire carrier cooling process. Our upper limit of 0.9 ps for the initial carrier cooling agrees
with the theoretically predccted value of 0.16 ps within our resolution. As soon as a large
nonequilibrium pnonon population is built up the carrier cooling is suppressed.

We have extensively discussed the energy relaxation process based on the experimentally determined
distribution function fe h(Tcue hhc )- 

In tho same manner information about tre carrier lifetime can be -ilso
obtained using determined fe h' in Fig. 10 th? carrier densities for electrons, heavy-holes, and e... .. es -
as a function of time are' determined from the experimental data. The densities are obtained by the
following expressions:

ne P e f e d (10)

nhh(t) - Phh f h d11)

0

nlh(t) P Plh r h d c (12) 0

where 6E is the energy separation between the hh- and In-subbands at the zone center. The relation ne , nhh

+ nlh must be satisfied. The quantity of in [ne(t)] is also plotted in Fig. 12 as a broken curve.

The salient feature of the data in Fig. 10 is that the carrier density decreases nonexponentially and very
rapidly within the first 30 ps after the end of a 0.5 ps pulse excitation. One cannot define a single carrier

lifetime due to the nonexponential nature of the density decay curves. However, an effective carrier
depletion time (time for the density to decrease by a factor of e - ' from ne(t-0)) can be deduced to be as
short as 10 ps. This decrease of carrier density occurring in such a short time cannot be accounted for by
the usual bimolecular recombination, which is a much slower process, on the nanosecond time scale in the
bulk GaAs and about 350 ps In quantum well structure with well thickness of - 5 nm." This short carrier 41

%- depletion time is not caused by the rapid carrier diffusion which will be discussed in the diffusion section.

Such a short carrier depletion time can be explained consistently by the participation of nonequilibrium
phonons. The nonequilibrium LO phonons in the quantum well system can play two essential roles. First,
they substantially suppress the en rgy relaxation process of carriers due to reabsorpticn of these phonons %.1

01 by carriers. Second, since these phonons are localized in both wavevw.tor space and the real physical spacev (in the well plane) they will behave like coherent Bosons. The existence of the coherent Bosons will tend to
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increase the number of the bosons in the system with a rate proportional to the present number of Bosons
causing a rapid carrier relaxation. This is a stimulated phonon emission process and can only be
accomplished by the phonon replica emission, i.e., when an electron in the conduction subband recombines with
a hole in the valence subband not only a photon but also a phonon or more phonons will be emitted to join
the Boson system. Since this is a stimulated process, it is very effective in exhausting carriers from the
system. Unlike the conventional stimulated emission in a semiconductor laser, this process is expected to be

* even more effective at room temperature since equilibrium phonon occupation will also increase as lattice V
temperature increases. We have confirmed the nonequilibrium phonon induced stimulated-phonon-emission by the
detailed polarization studies of integrated luminescence spectra discussed in the last section. By employing
the nonequilibrium-phonon model we are able to explain not only the slow carrier cooling, but also the
ultrashort carrier depletion time in highly photoexcited undoped quantum well structures.

RCarrier Diffusion

Electron-hole plasma expansion at high photoexcitation power density in semiconductor bulk and quantum
well structures is a subject of great interest from both the points of view of theory and device application.
Various methods have been employed to study the dynamic process of carrier diffusion such as spatially and
spectrally time-resolved luminescence spectroscopy 6,

* and Raman scattering."',25  Different mechanisms have
been suggested to explain the rapid carrier diffusion in bulk semiconductors. Rapid electron-hole diffusion
has been observed

2 
in CdSe at 4K but not at room temperature. The absence of a larger number of thermal

phonons at low temperature made it possible to observe the rapid carrier diffusion process. Using a streak
camera, Junnarkar and Alfano" were able to measure the difference of spatial profiles of the pump laser and
the photoluminescence at various excitation levels by which the diffusion velocity was estimated. Junnarkar
and Alfano" obtained a diffusion velocity on the order of 108cm/s at high photoexcitation even at room
temperature. Such a large diffusion velocity was attributed to screening of polar electron-phonon

interactions and partially screened nonpolar electron-phonon interactions. High internal pressure of a very
dense electron-hole plasma has been proposed" to account for the rapid expansion of plasma. The pioneering
work of Tsen and Morkoc" using the time-resolved Raman scattering technique has shown no influence on
photogenerated carrier diffusion by carrier confinement, zone folding of phonon modes, and phonon confinement
in symmetric GaAs/AlGaAs MQW structure at low carrier density. In view of their works we should point out
that the well thickness of their MQW structure was so thick that any confinement effects would be smeared
out; and the carrier density deduced from Raman data was the total carrier density within whole energy
distribution. Therefore, they could not obtain the information about dynamic diffusion of carriers with
different kinetic energies. In the following subsection the results on cynamics of carrier diffusion
processes in the x-y plane (lateral) will be presented.

A schematic diagram of the pnotoluminescence image on the screen of the streak camera is depicted in Fig.
11 to show how we study dynamics of carrier diffusion. The area inside the filled-line circle is the laser
excited area. If there is no carrier diffusion photoluminescence should be restricted to inside this circle. %
Suppose sufficient electrons and holes can diffuse far enough to the unexcited area where they can recombine %W
one should be able to detect the luminescence from the unexcited area (outside the filled-line circle). %'
Using the streak camera we were able to measure the laser spatial profile and luminescence profile at the
sample surface. Those spat..l intensity profiles were integrated over a time duration of I ns. The width
(FWHM) of spatial profile should give information on the carrier diffusion length within I ns. However, this
information is not adequate to deduce accurate values of diffusion constant and diffusion velocity. To study
the dynamic diffusion process quantitatively we make use of two electronic windows to obtain time-resolved
photoluminescence from the excited (Isc) and unexcited (Ise) areas at the same time (and thus laser intensity
fluctuation was completely avoided).

The time-integrated laser and luminescence profiles at the surface of the 55 symmetric MQW structure are
plotted in Fig. 12. The dotted-curve is the laser profile. The inside and outside solid curves are the

( luminescence profiles at 740 nm and 770 nm, respectively. The broken-curve is the luminescence profile at
830 nm, which comes from the 1.2 um buffer layer. The gain of the detecting system was adjusted such that
the maximum intensity recorded was roughly the same. The widths of luminescence profiles above the subband
edge (760-700 nm) are exactly the same as the width of the laser profile (dotted-line) reflecting no or
little diffusion for high energy carriers within our spatial resolution. The width of the luminescence
profile at the subband edge (770 nm) is about 2 times wider than the width of the laser profile. This energy
dependence of the carrier diffusion process is not usually expected because a larger kinetic energy is
associated with larger carrier velocities. However, the nonequilibrium phonons in the system during the
first 30 ps after the laser excitation may inhibit carrier diffusion, especially for the carriers with high
energy. The extent of carrier diffusion at the subband edge seems to be consistent with the results given by
Tsen and Morkoc." The diffusion velocity determined by them" is 8.

6
x1O'cm/s. According to this value the

carriers will travel about 100 wm within 1 ns which will broaden the width of luminescence profile from 200 It
ism to about 400 pm. This agrees with the measured lateral width of the luminescence profile at 770 nm in
Fig. 12. It should be pointed out that the initial carrier density in our experiment was about 100 times
larger than in their experiment. Due to the short carrier depletion time (10 ps) in our case, the average

- carrier density within I ns would be similar in both cases.

The time-integrated laser and luminescence profiles at the surface of the asymmetric quantum well are
plotted in Fig. 13. The innermost solid curve and dotted curve are the laser profile and the Gaussian-line-
fit of the laser profile, respectively. The center wavelengths of the luminescencp are indicated on the

2'P
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curves. The key differences of the spatial luminescence intensity profiles of the asymmetric well from that
of the symmetric wells are: the widths of luminescence profiles are much wider than the width of the laser
profile; and the width of the luminescence profiles do not depend much on the wavelength of luminescence.
The possible mechanisms are given below.

In Fig. 14, we have plotted the time-resolved photoluminescence from Ise and Is, me3sured at 4K with 2 ps
time resolution for asymmetric well. Based on the fact that the width of the s~atial luminescence profile

does not depend on the photon energy detected within our spatial resolution, w- placed a wide-band filter
Scentered at 700 nm in the luminescence path to increase the strength of the luminescence intensity. The

broken curve is the Rayleigh scattering light from the sample surface. As can ne seen, the risetime of the

isc is time-resolution limited, while the rise of Ise is much slower than that of iso and also well resolved.
The fast decay of Isc has been discussed in the energy relaxation section. It should be empasized here that
using the same set of experimentally determined Tc(t) and ue(t) we have determined the carrier depletion time
is 10 ps. The only choice for theoretical fittings to Ise is the use of stincrd classical oiffusion equation
to calculate the carrier density as a function of time t and distance r. The exact values of separation
between the two windows and the widths of the windows are given in Fi4. 1 . This method snould be adequate % d
as long as electrons act more like particles rather than waves.

The diffusion equation is given by: % _S

6n(r,t) _ n(r,t) . D 5n(r't) (3)
6t .: r' ( )

where T is the carrier lifetime, and D is the diffusion constant of carriers. The initial condition for
carrier density is assumed to be the same as the laser profile which is:

' - I ; 2 - (14) -

n(r,t=O) =noe a'

where n, is the carrier density at the center of the laser spot ]tt=,, ind a is 1' m, c-ttainpc by fitting
the laser profile to Eq. (1 4). The solution of the second order differential Eq. .!3) with the given initial 09.
condition Eq. (14) is given by:

2
' •%

n(r,t) = ,t /1 ' alc e -log 2 It) (15)

Assuming ambipolar diffusion, i.e. electrons and holes have tn same diffus on veloc-ties,

Ise r, ".r~t':r(16)

Using Eq. (16) the parameters of D and T have been Cet-rm d to be in d pe ctvery

The results are very surprising in two respects. virst, trhe v !u. fcr : is more th.an four orders of
magnitude greater than the conventional diffusivity. Trt diffusion v-lcity v = K17/c) = 3..xIO'cm/s is four
times larger than the initial Fermi-veloity. it shoulJ be p toi s '- .3t the vilues fcr D and i deduced

4% from the time-resolved luminescence profile Ise with t.e r... ,rtica. flxpression 1;. 1I are consistent with
time-integrated spatial luminescence profile. Second, the carrier lifetime at t<<5 ps deduced from the
diffusion Eq. (13) is the same as the carrier dePlet,.on time determined from the time-resclved luminescence
data shown in Fig. 4. This demonstrates that our analysis is self-consistent. Usnrng the determined
n(rt) we can show the contribution of the second term in the rig1t-s: de cf Oiffus-on Eq. (13) in losing the
carrier at a given position r is always smaller than the first term Inj thus the ultrishcrt crrier depletion
time cannot be attributed to the carrier diffusion tut to tne ncnequiliorium phoncn ennanced phonon replica
emission.

Several possible origins of the extraordinary rapid carrier diffusion in the x-y plane rof the asymmetric
quantum well can be given at this stage. (1) The irternal pressure" of hign electron-hole pairs may be 0
extremely large when the density is well above the electron-hole liquid density. (2) There are a large
number of the coherent nonequllibrium phonons emitted by hot electrons in the ystem. These ponons have'
momenta parallel to the x-y plane and may also drive the carriers outside the excited region by adding the
phonon momenta to the carriers. (3) Due to the asymmetric potential well profile there are no transmission '.

states (virtual states or unconfined states) above the energy barriers unlike the symmetric well case. This
is the intrinsic property of asymmetric quantum wells. The photognerated carriers may be Immediately %.I?
scattered by the higher energy barrier and obtain the momentum from the Interface which assists carriers to
expand in the x-y plane. Due to a large kinetic energy of -300 meV, the photceenerated carriers acquire a __

la'ge initial diffusion velocity. The origins (1) and (2) seem to be inconsistent with the symmetric well
case. However, whether the mechanism described in (3) is responsible for the observed rapid diffusion is -- p
still an open question worthy of further study.

.1,. %-
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Conclusion

In this paper extensive data have been presented on time-resolved photoluminescence studies as well as
other related investigations of a symmetric MQW structure and an asymmetric quantum well with similar well
thickness. With 2 ps time resolution we were able to study the initial energy relaxation and carrier S
diffusion processes simultaneously under the same conditions.

The existence of a large population of nonequilibrium phonons in highly excited se-iconductor quantum well
structures is experimentally verified. Its effect on the energy relaxation is to slow down the cooling rate
after an initial rapid cooling (0-5 ps). The symmetric and asymmetric potential well profiles do not show
any difference in the energy relaxation process under the same conditions.

A new mechanism to explain the ultrashort carrier depletion time deduced from the consistent fitting of
time-resolved photoluminescence profiles at various emitted photon energies, is propcsed to be nonequilibrium
phonon enhanced phonon replica emission rather tnan other nonradiative processes sucn as Auger recombination,
carrier diffusion, and the conventional radiative stimulated emission.

The differences in carrier diffusion for two different potential well shapes are remarkable. For the
first time we have observed the ultrafast carrier diffusion in the x-y plane of the asymmetric quantum well,
while there is little or no carrier diffusion except for carriers at the subband edge in the x-y plane of the
symmetric quantum well under similar experimental conditions.
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Kai Shum and R. R. Alfano
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Abstract

The non-commutation relationship between the Hamiltonian of the system and the electron momentum
operator in the confinem ent z-direction was taken into account using rannom varia-bles in th calculation of
electron scattering by rolar optical phonons in quantum wells. rhe rate at the onset of pnonon emission is
found to be 3 times sma' ler tnan previously reported. Furthermore, this rate becomes on increasing function
of initial electron energy instead of a decreasing function. "

it is important to take into account the effect of electron confinement on the scattering of electrons by
polar optical phonons (PCP) in ,ussi-two-dimensional (,2D) quantum wells.• The Hs:ltonisn H of the
ee-cton sy3tom 3nd t

n e op ;tor e. for the electron momentum in z-d-rection do not commute witn -acrn ther

because of tne pottnti:l pro:'iie experienced by eiectrcns in the confinement z-irection. Tnat is,

where zl is tne p otential operator in z-7 ic'en The usual conservation law of momentum :n z-dlrection:

mst be modifie 0 in tne sense that -, z e oner -etermnistic oservabe variables but are 'random vr.ables r , qz is tne t pno 'ise vector, K-. 3nd c'. are e ele- tron

wave vectors before and after scatterlng, "es,:c evt at'ctcs of each rv. is cnaracter:zec by its
prooacility censit; function. T e poneering w"r of Hess', Price' and Leourton' essentially adopted a "non-

....... .. . ... z,!rec ian fn phononm emission and phn,, n abso rptio n rates. They .

treat -. as reg r ctrmn. i''. y' realt. "' -' te.n- ..srvation" am -
direction, ne aced anstead " -Wentm onserv atn- r-ation". Furtnermore, tre value of k. in wavefunction in tre coonelrttle repressrt-orn ;a - tne-letron mentum an z-direction in his

_. -n-%2r
analysis. This apr3cn is not vl.id nce 3- 'seil to ' r e 'aue o- -'/L. n :in "infante well"
appr"x mation and for a 'rite well" <z is >5 a pnarieter that related to the elgen-value of the
Hamiltonian of tne electron system.

Tne thesis tf_ tis paper is ,t) present a -ho e~ a nalysis -,' electron, scall,..,,.ng Uy POP in Q2DL
structures placing empnasis on confinement effects by ta ing into account the non-commutation relatiomnsnip

bTnee thea of- t- papr..t p reen ath, * anlyiso elcrnsateegb Pi O
be..een the H . .on H and th '-'ectr n -- mt, m ogero'r e.. e sh-w n "fucc-y mementum
consprvation" in Z-Iirer m is - xactiy re-tod ' " ..... '-.. e...o rule" nor the
"momentum conservation approximat on" but by consierng i; is i rn, n variable• A key result that
distinguasnes this worK from tne previous w-Ks

-  
s that the rite at toe 'bra> ?"" pnon emissaon is

reduced by a factor of 3.

There are two important aspects of the non-z'rout :on re it 'nsraU glven by Eb. (1). First,. the
corresponding observables cannot be mesured simultan''ously '-ath aritrary accuracy. The product of their .,--
quantum root-mean-square vzdeviation must rOt Pe less tram tre nai" tn. Auantum expectation value of the *'.

opertor dZ in a given state. Cecond, the electron onergy I)e t he mot:on in 2-direction has no

correlation with the corresponding electron iomemta an t i Lr'ctaon. The eigen-value of momentum
operator kz canot precisely be dternined 1,, to the electron confinement by the potential well and must be
considered as a random- variable (r.v.). When an e rectron 'a rstfld an the firat Wand state the quantum
axpectatlon 'iil' of rH~k ] a3 zuro resu~.ltng an u . .,rmanaotn <f tie lowest eigenvalue of operator 0
H and root-mean-square devition for k, can be eter-Ined. Tnose two points play the key role in,
calculating the electron-POP scattering rate.

.%,
In our analysis, the unscreened electron-WiP interaction, equiatrium bik phonon spectrum and an infinite

depth square well with the lowest subband occupied are assumed.

Within the framework of the effective--ass-ipproacn, the wave function for electron in coordinate
representation is then given by

1k >-- 23z),'
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where

z) Sir, (4i) -b

is the wave function in z-direction describing the bound state. The vectors r=(x,y) and k=(kxky) denote the ..-
two dimensional electron position and the wavevectOr parallel to the interfaces, respectively. The %%

corresponding electron energy can be expressed as %

h
2k

2

E=- e (5)
2m Z

where .

; 2mLz, .

Here m is the isotropic electron effective mass, Lz is the well width and A is the layer area. "%

The probability censity function for the r.v. kz can be obtained from the wave function given by Eq. (4) by

a representation chanae to the wavevector space using

0(kz)= I 4 (z)e
- i k z z  dz. (7)

This yields

4Lz ces
2

(knL2  2)

-~z s((z~' T'(1I k Z2 2  ~2)2 (8) '

Since there exists a "fuzzy momentum conservation law'
3 

in z-direction given by Eq. (2), the protability
density function for the r.v. qz, P(qz

), 
can be obtained from the convolution expression:

p(qz) = p(-kz) * p(-k'z)" (9)

The electron scattering rate (wk, k ) per unit area in k-space in 2D structures can te expressed in Born

approximation by Fermi's golden rule oy:

"i 4,A I'1 2 (Ek - o (-o) ho

where
i -e~(nQ+1)*/ ' "

'(. 1Mkk Q 6k-k~qF(qzLz) (11)

with

c - i(L ~)/2 (12)

is the matrix element for the Frohlich electron-POP interaction. For simplicity we have only considered
phonon emission process. Q and V. denote the three dimensional phonon wavevector (q,qz) and the sample
volume, respectively. The 6 is a modified Kronecker function defined as

6a- b - I1 if a-b e
(o if a-b (13)

r..ion F in Eq. (11) is the form factor in z-direction which is defined as: I

JLZF(qz,Lz) - 2iz 1L z e sin' dz. (14) 77,1
0 

'• " '

- .~' n.ore is to realize that the matrix element MkRk is the function of a r.v. qz.
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Therefore, the wk'k also becomes a r.v.. The most likely value of the Wkik that can be experimentally
measured is given by its expected value using the statistics associated with the r.v. (1. This is,

wkk = P(qz)wk'k (qz)dqz. (15

The total emission rate is then given by

Wk'k = Wk q " Z)6 Ek-Ek -h w ) k, _kq drl 8 (16)where

IQ20 (q,Lz) 10-o ~ ('Yx (17)

and 8 denotes the angle between the k and q. The factor l is defined 3s:

0 nQ 0) 2 oo(8

10~

The function g(x,y) is given by:

sin'( x-)
g(x,y O. 2 (19)

1 i-(xz / 25) ?(xz /2)1

co S2 (x+y)z /2cosa(yz /2) i

1-(. )Z /IT 22[-y 2.Z2  2]2~

with z=qoLz, which includes / Q
2 from Frohlich electron-POP interaction Hamiltonian, the form factor in z-

direction and the probability density function p(qz) for r.v. qz. All the wave vector are normalized by

q.- -Z= L.
-

0 which is about 1 / 404 for GaAs.'

The integral IQ2
D 

given by Eq. (17) for Q2D structures represents the electron-POP interaction strength as
function of q. It contains all the information about confinement effects as well as size effects' on the
scattering rates. In order to further understand how electron confinement makes the difference in the
electron scattering rate between Q2D structures and its bulk counterpart, a plot of the electron-POP
interaction strength 13D versus q for 3D electron system is needed in such a form that can be compared with -
12D. It can be shown that

13
D(q) - q 2.:,<_.z() . qZ+ Akz()2 (20)

where Akz(T)-(kz-;k'z). The first and second terms on the right side of Eq. (20) represent the scattering
roceses without and with change of initial direction of electron momentum, respectively. Since Ak() in
q. (20) depends on boJh the magnitudes as well as the scattering angle 6, one cannot find an explicit

expression for for Ak() in terms of q and 0 unless a variational parameter for the electron kinetic energy
ratio (r- K

2 
/ kz

2
) between the total kinetic energy and the energy due to the z-direction motion is

introduced. -

Using the momentum and the energy conservation 1:iws For the 3D scattering process, the Akz
(
) can be

expressed as

-z (q 2 '1 ) T (q
2 

)
2
- 4q cos

2
".

AkZ (21)
2qcos /- r-717

where O&b arccos Z- and E-r-- with I < r < . The value of r=3 implies that the kinetic electron
Ver r
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k.4,
energy is equally distributed in all directions, while r<3 more electron kinetic energy is in the z-direction. ,i
The 2D electron motion in x-y plane corresponds to the case when r approaches infinite. %

We now present the numerical results in the following sections.

The two solid curves in Fig. I show the probability density profiles for the r.v. qz obtained from Eq. (9)
fcr well width Lz - 2L and 5L. The larger well width L., the smaller is the variance of the density curve
resulting in the less fuzzy momentum conservation in z-direction. The magnitudes of F(qz,L z ) versus qz for
Lz = 2L. and 5Lo are also displayed in Fig. 1 as two dotted curves. The two features from the plots snould
be noticed. First, in the limit qz-O, IF(qz,L2 )l approaches unity independent of Lz reflecting a scattering
event with an exact momentum conservation in z-direction. This is also the most favorable process according
to the density curve for qz. Second, for very thick well the IF(qz,Lz)l can be written as 6k k'.q. which
implies the momentum conservation law for any scattering event and p(qz) approaches a 6-functi. for the
bulk situation. The fact that not every scattering event follows the exact momentum conservation law in z-
direct'on is due to the electron confinement. This procuees the weaKenzng of electron-PCP interaction in Q2D
structures.

The solid curves in Fig. 2 show the integral IQ2
D 

as function of the parallel component of phonon wave
vector q with Lz as a parameter. Curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 are p!otted in Fig. 2 for the value of Lz of C.5L0 ,
L0 , 3Lo and 5Lo, respectively. Our calculation procedure using the probability density function p(q.) for r.v.
qz yields a significant reduction by a factor 2 on the Value of the integral I

Q o D 
obtained by Lebrton' in the

range from 0.1 to 4 for q. In spite of this key difference other features of our integral I Q
2D are very

similar to what Leburton has shown.' Namely, the integral I
Q 2 D 

is a monotonic decreasing function of q for
Q2D electron system and weakly dependent on Lz. This sinilarity occurs just because the profile of
probability density function for qz happens to have similar shape as IF(qz,Lz)l.

The interaction strengths 13
D 

for 3D system with various values of e and r are also displayed in Fig. 2 by
the dotted curves 5 to 8. The values of r for curves 5, 6, and 8 are 10, 3, and 1.2, respectively. The
value of 0 for those three curves is set to be zero. The curve 7 with r=1.2 and d=r/6 is used to see the
variation of 1

3
D(q) by the change of the scattering angle -. A comparison of tne notted curves 5 to 3 for 3D

with the solid curves for Q2D provides the physical insignt into electron confinement in quantum wells. The %
following three points are discussed: first, the value of 13D increases with increase of the value of r. It
indicates that the electron-POP interaction strength for given value of I in the system with r>3 is stronger
than the system with r 3. The reason for this is the-weaKness of electron motion in z-direction resulting in
small amount of change of the electron momentum kz

). 
:t should be emphasized that the value of !

Q 2D 
at q

as Lz-O do not approach the value of 130 with r*
- 

whcn corresponds to tne _D case. in ctner words, as far
as the electron scattering process is concerned the Q-2 quantum well structure witn Lz O is not equivalent
to a 2D system due to the potential barriers which confine electrons :nsiIe the well. The values of 13D and
I
Q 2 D 

are close to each other for the value of the ratio r between 1.2 to 1.5. Tnis impiies the origin of thedifference in electron scattering between Q2D and 3D systems comes from t e fact that the electron kinetic
energy is not equally distributed in all directions arising from electrons in the well btain extra kinetic
energy in z-direction from the potential barriers. These are important findings which were overlooked in
previous works. -

Second, the larger scattering angle e yields a larger value of 13D. For q>1, i.e., for the scattering
processes in which electrons change their initial momentum direction, the value of :D is almost independent *

of E and can be distinguished from various values of r by the seconn term of the right hand side of Eq. (20). %
The value of IQ2D is independent of 0 and insensitive to tne Lz for q~l giving rise to a weak L% dependence
of total electron scattering rates. It also appears that the value of l2D for q>1 is more sensitive to Lz 0
than for q<1.

Third, a dent occurs in each dotted curve which bcomes smaller when r ncreases. e posit.on of the ,

dent moves towards the smaller q when r decreases. :t should te noticed that the Ient -oes not appear in
solid curves for Q2D structures. This is because the non-commutation relationship giv7.n ty Eq. (1) employed % %
for Q2D systems which gives rise to the momentum change in the z-direction does not correlate to the %
momentum change in the direction parallel to the quantum well interfaces.

The total normalized phonon emission rate (Wkk/,,c) in Q2D quantum wells versus norralized energy Ek/hw
is displayed in Fig. 3 by two solid curves. The norralization factor W, is Riven by Wa= ro/h 'ce. For GaAs 0
W.-1.24 ps'. For comparison, the calculated results for Q2D by Leburton' (dash curves) and for 3D (dotted
curves) are also plotted in Fig. 3. The results of our approach clearly differ from the others'

-
' in two

aspects. First, the Q2D phonon emission rates for various Lz are 3 times smaller at the onset of phonon
emission (E /hwo-1) than previously obtained.'

-  
Second, the phonon emission rate is a slowly increasing

function of initial electron energy instead of being a decreasing function. The non-zero value of the phonon
emission rate for Ek-hw stems from the nature of Q2D density of states. For thick quantum wells (L,>5Lo) .,"-

the phonon emission rate is about a factor of 2 smaller than the 31 rate for Ek/hwo>2 resulting from the
weakening of the electron-POP interaction in the z-dlrectlon for Q2D case and neglecting higher intra-subband
and Inter-subband contributions. The Q2D emission rate will approach the 3D result when Lz- if all the
contributions mentioned above are included. The phonon emission rate is comparable to the 3D rate for very
thin quantum wells arising from the competition between Q2D density of states and the weakening of electron-
POP interaction strength in z-direetlon.
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For completeness, it should be pointed out that the phonion absorption scattering rate can be treated in
the same way as outlined in this paper. One should expect that the emitted phonon by Q2D electrons
traveling in the direction perpendicular to the quantum well interface may be easily reabscrbetl. This is
because those phonons are not plane-wave-like phonon mode that i - Xter~leu to 'he wrnle samplh<. The
phionons are localizea inside the well the same as the localized electrons.

In conclusion, the confinement effects on the phonon emission rate, of the electron in Q2D structures
through tne unscreened1 electr n-POP interaction are shown by taking into acc')unt 'he non-co mmutatio n
relationship between the Hamiltonian of the system and the electron momentum operator in the z-direction.
It is explicitly d'monstrated how one can exactly treat the fuzzy momentum conservatio n in z-direction using
neither 'non-momentum-selection rule" nor "momentum conservation approximation" by considering the phonon
wave vector qz as a r.v.. The phonon emission rate at the onset is found 3 times smaller than previously
reported and increases with initial electron energy.

This work -.ias suppo2rted by the Air Force Office o:f Scientific Researcn grant 08o-J031. The authors would
like to, tnank Jianping Lu and Jimmy Zheng for their help in computer analysis.
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Optical Transitions and Enhanced Recombination Lifetimes in

Quasi-zero Dimensional Electron System in CdSxSe_ x - ,

Kai Shum, G. C. Tang. Mahesh R. Junnarkar, and R. R. Alfano

Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers
Depts. of Physics and Electrical Engineering, City College of New York

New York, New York 10031

Abstract

The recombination lifetimes for the radial and angular quantum number conserving IS-1S and IP-IP transi-
tions from three-dimensionally confined electrons in CdSxSe,-x were measured by time-resolved photolumines-
cence. The assignment of the observed transitions is supported by calculations of eigen energy levels, ,

squared matrix element ratio for those transitions, steady-state and picosecond spectroscopic studies.

Introduction

Carriers localized in semiconductor microstructures have attracted much attention both for fundamental
reasons and for their potential applications. Semiconductor crystallites in a transparent insulating matrix
can confine electrons in three dimensions because their diameters range from 30 X to 800 L.'-' The envelope
wave functions in spherical coordinates [r, e, p] and eigen energies of conduction electrons and valence
holes localized in an infinite-spherical-well within the effective mass approximation are given by:

InLm > = CnL jL( XnLr) YLm (0,0), (1)

and %

En h XnL (2) .1',
2me,ha2 t' A.%

respectively. The subscripts n,L, and m are effective radial, angular and magnetic quantum numbers, respec- A "
tively. j and Y are the spherical Bessel and spherical Harmonic functions, respectively, a is the radius of
crystallite and me h is the effective mass of electron or isotropic hole mass.' The value of XnL for the
lowest two states 'of either conduction electron or valence hole IS and IP are i and 4.49, respectively. S
stands for L-0 and P for L-1. The allowed transitions which conserve angular and radial quantum numbers are
1S-IS, IP IP, and higher transitions. The physical picture of the quasi-OD electron system described above %
has been experimentally verified by several groups.' Large and fast optical nonlinearities arising from
photogenerated electron hole pairs have been also reported in quasi-OD electron systems."' Pioneering sub-
nanosecond time-resolved photoluminescence' and picosecond pump-probe experiments' have been performed. It
is important to study the dynamics of various excitations in quasi-OD electron systems in detail in order to
understand the physical origins underlying these various novel optical properties.

in this paper, we report on measurements of ultrafast recombination lifetimes for the radial and angular %-
quantum number conserving 1S-1S and IP-.1P transitions in quasi-OD electron systems in CdSxSekx at 4.3K
using a streak camera detection system, and on the observation of optical transitions using photoluminescence
spectroscopy between quantized levels (IS, IP) in the conduction and valence bands in quasi-zero dimensional
electron system in CdSxSe-x. The time-resolved photoluminescence detected at various emission ener-
gies allows us to unambiguously identify the 1S-IS and IP11P transitions. The recombination lifetime
of IP-IP transition was measured to be 3.5 times shorter than 1S-IS transition. The ultrafast decay of IP
excitation may have practical i-iportance for the construction of ultrafast reversible optical switches. The
assignment of the observed S and P transitions were supported by calculations of eigen energy levels
and squared matrix element ratios for these transitions, as well as from steady-state photolumines-
cence spectra of the same samples used for the picosecond kinetic studies.

Experimental Method

The samples investigated were four optical glass filters 2-61, 2-59, 2-58 and 2-64 manufactured by Corn-
ing years ago. The samples were mounted on a cold finger of a variable temperature helium optical cryostat
(2K to 300K). The x value for each sample was accurately obtained from chemical analysis." The picosecond
experimental setup used in this research has been described in detail elsewhere." A second harmonic (530 df
nm) of a Nd-glass laser pulse of 8 ps duration was used to excite the samples on the front surface. The
maximum optical energy incident onto the front surface was about 40 ijJ. This corresponds to 10" photons
per single shot. The spot size was 8xi0- cm2 . The exact photoexcited carrier density in quasi-OD electron
system was difficult to estimate due to the complexity of the surface of the crystallites. Assuming all the
photons were absorbed with 101im, a value on the order of 10"8 cm-' was estimated. The photoluminescence
emitte! from the samples was collected by a combination of lenses and imaged onto a 30-im slit of a Hama-
matsu streak camera system. Various narrow-band filters centered at different wavelengths were placed in
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front of the streak camera to select different transition energies. Two color filters 3-67 were placed in

front of the streak camera to block the light with wavelengths shorter than 5400 The photoluminescence
profiles were corrected for the nonlinearity of streak rate and spectral response of the detector (S-20).
For steady-state photoluminescence experiments, an Argon-ion laser, a double Spex spectrometer, -*
S-20 photomultiplier and a lock-in amplifier were used.

Picosecond Luminescence Studies %

The photoluminescence profiles in time domain were measured at different energies covering the corres-
ponding spectral range of each sample. The expression for number of photons detected at energy E at time t
is given by:

N(E,t) = N[e
- t l ~ ( E 

- etlr(£)j, (3)V

where E is the central energy of the ,.arrow-bann filter used; Td(E) and -r(E) are the decay and the rise

times at energy E; and N. is the proportionality constant. The value of Tr gives information about how fast 2

electrons and holes scatter out from initially excited states to less energetic states where they recombine *

while, Td gives a measure of the recombination lifetime of various excited states when recombination domi-
nates the depopulation of photo-excited carriers.

The time-resolved photoluminescence profiles obtained at various emission energies at 4.2K for sample 2-58 %
are shown in Fig. 1(a-e). The left curve in Fig. la shows the temporal profile of exciting laser pulse which ,

reflects the time resolution of detection system (10 ps). The dotted curves in Fig. 1 are the fit to the

data using Eq. (3) with a value of 12 ps for the risetime Tr" The decay times of these time-resolved lumi-

nescence profiles show only two distinct values. For emission energies ranging from 2.213 to 2.175 eV and A
N J from 2.1 to 1.967 eV the decay times are 29 and 100 ps, respectively.

The decay time as a function of emitted photon energy E for four quasi-OD electron systems are plotted in
Fig. 2. For a comparison (Fig. 2e), the exciton lifetime vs exciton energy in qjas-ID system in bulk
CdSo 53Seo.4 while the other two samples do not show t ns feature (the reason, the P levels have not been .%

reached in 2-61 and 2-59 samples). It is expected that tre decay time should be nearly invariable over
the energy range of emission if only the lowest confined state 13 for electrons and holes is occupied. The

wide spectral range most likely reflects the crystallite size distribution and the fluctuations in the value
of x from crystallite to crystallite. When the two lowest states IS and 1P are substantially occupied and

v the recombination lifetimes associated with these two states are considerably different, a steplike change of
decay time will be observed in two distinct energy regions. Tre exact ifetime ratio in the two energy f
regions depends on the transition matrix elements. The above argument should in principle explain what we %

V observed in Fig. 2. However, the energy dependence of localized exciton lifetime in the bulk compound
0. CdS. 5 3SeO.%7 as displayed in Fig. 2e also exhibits a steplie feature. The explanation given by Kash et al., %

was based on the model suggested by Cohen and Sturge' where the exciton mgration from a site with higher
energy into another site with lower energy. This raises a question whether the exciton nigration mechanism
can apply to the present case. Since exciton migration must involve a transport over a relatively large dis-
tance due to the nature of the exciton-phonon interaction,' such migration may occur in relatively large
crystallites. This apparently may explain the results observed in the sample 2-58 and 2-64. In smaller
crystallites the migration does not occur in correspondence with the samples 2-61. However, the exciton - -',

migration picture cannot explain the steplike energy dependence of lifetime as well as the ratio with the
value of about 3.5 because the depth of a potential well' 2 caused by compositional fluctuations are entirely
random in nature. Furthermore, the exciton lifetime would be increased monotonically with a decrease of %
exciton energy as recently observed for CdTe-ZnTe interfaces.".

A two-state (IS, 1P) model is introduced here which consistently interprets all the results shown in Fig.
2 as well as other results observed by Cohen and Sturge.' It is possible that the excitons are confined by

- the potential wells in the bulk alloy compound which have two lowest states designated by IS and IP. The '.'
exciton in higher-lying state IP can be scattered to the lower-lying state IS by emission of phonons instead e.
of migrating from site to site. The two-state model can explain not only the results of Cohen and Sturge'
but also our time-resolved dynamic results presented here as well as the data reported by Kash et al..' %

In order to further verify the two-states (IS, IP) model, we have calculated the eigen energy levels of e
the quasi-OD electron systems and the recombination lifetime ratio for IS-IS and IP-IP transitions. The con-
finement energy for the ground states is given by

,s- s" -)S (4)

for the quasi-OD electron systems, where ETS and Ehs are the lowest confinement energies for electrons and
* holes, respectively. These energies were calculated from the bulk bandgaps " at 300K and the measured peak

energies of the first derivative of room temperature reflectance (dR/dA).'" U1sing the electron effective
mass and the isotropic hole effective mass given in Ref. 4, the effective diameter" of crystallite for each
sample and eigen energies were calculated. These results are displayed in Table 1. The spin-orbit split
states" were neglected since they were not excited in our experiments. The emitted photon energies at 4.2K
tor IS-IS and IP-IP transitions were obtained by adding corresponding confinement energies to the values of e

bulk gap"' at 4.2K. The binding energies of excitons were not included. The calculated energy positions are
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in good agreement with what we measured. These positions are located in Fig. 2 as arrows labeled by S and P "
for clarity.

In Table 1, the values of lifetime for 1S- S transitions denoted by TS were measured at the luminescence -.
intensity peaks. A value of 85 ps for the 1S-IS ground state recombination time for sample 2-59 is in exact
agreement with the value obtained by Warnock and Awschalom

9 
using pump-probe experiment. Since the energy

per pulse in our experiment is about four orders of magnitude larger than they used, the Auger mechanism of
carrier depopulation is then ruled out in these quasi-OD electron systems. Furthermore, we did not observe
the change in lifetimes by varying the excitation intensity over a factor of 33. One concludes that the dep-
opulation of photoexcited carriers must be dominated by radiative recombination path in the present study.
The recombination lifetimes for 1P-IP transitions denoted by p are also entered in Table 1. Since the pre-
sent experimental condition cannot detect the IP-IP transitions in samples 2-61 and 2-59 the numbers inside
the circles are the anticipated lifetimes of IP-IP transitions assuming the same ratio of ,S/T,p for the
samples 2-58 and 2-64. Note that a value of 18 ps has been also reported by Warnock and Qwschalom' for
2-61 although they dic not identify this to be the lifetime of iP-IP transition. It should be emphasized
that strongly enhanced transition probability which leads to shortened lifetimes of various excitations in
the quasi-zero dimensional electron system is not a surprising result. The recombination enhancement due to
carrier confinement in quantum well structure (quasi-two dimensional electron system) was clearly demon- %V1
strated by Gobel, Jung, Kuhl, and Ploog.1' These authors" attributed their measured recombination lifetime
to be the spontaneous carrier lifetime in quasi-two dimensional the electron system. The measured diameter
dependence of recombination lifetime supports their arguments."

A further test to support the two-states picture is whether a reasonable prediction can be made to locate
the energy positions of exciton localized in iS and IP states for the quasi-OD electron system in the bulk
compound CdS .,Se.., studied by Kash et al..

8  
When electrons are confined in a one-dimensional semiconduc-

tor quantum well with thickness Lz, the electron-hole recombination time for ground states may be estimated %
to be proportional to the Lz since the wave function is "squeezed" by the boundaries.9-'' The evidence for
this has already been provided by the measurements or Gobel et al..' Extenring the above concept, the
effective diameter (d) for the spherical potential well may be estimated using a relation mS = c d'. A
value of about 250 A ror the diameter or the potential well in tne bulk was estimated using the lifetime ror

energies less than 2.09 eV assignee by us to be the recombination lifetime ror IS-IS transition. Using this
value the confinement eigen energies for exciton (electron and hole bound by their mutual Coulomb potential)
were calculated. These results are also entered in Table I under bulk and displayed in Fig. 2e. The experi- 4A

mental results of Kash et al.' are in excellent agreement with our two-states model. Furthermore, when the
temperature of their' sample was raised above 36K (3 meV) the steplIlKe feature of lifetime in two distinct
energy regions disappeared. Since exciton binding energy in this material is about 20 meV, the exciton disso- 5
ciation is not responsible f'or this dlisappea-ance. However, the energy dirrerence between ground state IS
and first excited state 1P for hole is just 3 meV (Table I); therefore, the strong hole scattering between iS
and IP states assisted ty thermal energy is responsible for the absence of the two distinct regions above
36K. This temperature dependence of exciton lifetime further supports our model.

The lifetime ratio for IS-IS and IP-IP can be predicted -oll'wing tne approach given by Casey and Panish,,
and Efros and Efros.2 0  The matrix element for a transition fron localized state in conduction band to the
localized state in valence can be expressed as:

MMb Menv. (5)

7 where Mb is the average matrix element for the Bloch states for bands in absence of new eigen states due to
0 the confinement and Meny is the envelope part of the matrix element which is given by:

Menv - <IL iL>. (6)

Since IP state is a threefold degeneracy state with magnetic quantum number -1, 0, and 1, a value of 5 for
the ratio of IMenv i. p and IMenv 11

2
3SS can be readily calculated. This value should be compared withexperimentally measured value of 3.5 for TrS/fp. The agreement is reasonable in view of assumptions made

in the theoretical approach and the uncertainty in data fitting.

Steady-state Photoluminescence Studies .1
Following work of Warnock and Awschalom' steady-state photoluminescence studies was used to confirm our

findings. In Fig. 3a, photoluminescence spectra of sample 2-61 at various excitation levels taken at roomtemperature is plotted. The excitation wavelength was the 488 nm line of the Argon-ion laser. The excita-
tion levels were 2.5 and 10 times higher for the broken curve and dot-dashed curve than the solid curve,
respectively. The scale of luminescence intensity was 2 times and 10 times larger for the broken curve and
dot-dashed curve than the solid curve, respectively. The broken vertical line indicates the peak position of
dR/dA. The most salient feature we would like to stress is the appearance of the two-peak structure at the.2
high energy side of the peak position of the first derivative of room temperature reflectance spectrum. --
Based on results of picosecond studies listed in Table I we attribute these two peaks to the IS-1S and IP-1P
optical transitions' as indicated by S and P in the figure. The energy separation between P and S is about
220 meV. This rules out the possibility of transition from IS electron state to IS spin-split-hole state, ,
since the energy separation of spin-orbit splitting is about 350 meV for Se mole composition of 0.73. Two
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other features should also be mentioned. The excitation dependence of luminescence Intensity did not show . ,

the saturation of available electronic states up tO the maximum excit.ation lvel I UmWcm ; ,nd tne umnes-
cence peak shifts to the lower energy when the excitation level increases reflecting the renormollzatlon
process in quai-zero dimensional electron system.

The photoluminescence spectrum of 2-61 measured at .3K using the 457.9 nm line of the Argon-ion laser as -

excitation wavelength is shown in Fig. lb. As can be seen frym the spectr,,m the posi tion of 12.15 peak %

snifts to the higher energy and its FWHM (58 meV) decreases by a factor D 2 in cmparison with ro)m temper- %

ature data. The latter indicates the broadening Df 1S-1S transition at room temp-erature is not entirely
dominated by size fluctuation of the microcrystallites under the photoexcitatiDn. The line oroadening
mechanisms may apply for the quasi-zero electron system. We assume the broadening of the IS peak is doM- %,.%
hated by the fluctuation of the diameter of the microcrystallites at 4.3 K. The inset of Fig. lb shows a
spectrum fit by assuming the Gaussian shape" probability density function for the random viriatle d.2 The
fit gives a mean value of 74 for the effective diameter and a variance o' = 25 1 whion cnaractcr:zes the
size fluctuation of microcrystallites. The structure beside the main IS peak is from tne IP-iP transition
since its energy separation with the 1P peak is about 210 meV. The broad peak centered at 507 nm may arise

N, from the transition from the split orbit band.

* In Fig. 4, the photoluminescence spectra of sample 2-59 measured both at room temperature (a) and 4.3K (b)
are displayed. The most important feature is the appearance of both IS-1S and IP.1P transitions. The

energy separation between IS and I P peaks is 214 meV. The calibrated value for the confinement energy is
213 meV. The corresponding peak positions are shifted to lower energy in comparison with 2-61 Ice to the
larger di-meter of crystallites and smaller mole percent of the composition of sulfur.

The broad peak centered at 500 nm in Fig. 4b at the 4.3K spectrum appears in the 4.3K spectrum of the
2-61 sample. The origin of this emission peak at 500 nm is unlikely from the ID 1D transition. This emis- :RVr

W sion may arise from the optical transition from the IS electron state to the IS spin-orbit split hole state.
The energy separations between the weak peak and the main IS peak are about 370 meV and 450 meV for -0-

and 2-59, respectively. These energies are consistent with the measured selenium-composition-percentage cep-
endence of spin-orbit splitting."'

We have also measured the room temperature spectra of 2-58 and 2-64 samples. The peaks fo:r 1-S and
2-64 are at 1.9537 eV and 1.9114 eV, respectively. These peaks were broad so that the IP structr-es were
not clearly resolved. .-v,

Summ ary

In summary, we have reported on the measurements of recombination lifetimes of 12.12 and IP.1P transi- if
tions in quasi-OD electron systems by time resolved photoluoinescence measurements. The assignment of these * -
observed transitions are supported by calculations of oigen energy levels and the cDrresponding matrix ele- Y ,
ment ratio as well as the direct observation of optical transitions between quantized energy levels (IS, 1P)
in the conduction and valence bands by steady-state photDluminescence measurements.
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Note: After the completion of our work, we recieved a preprnt from Dr. Hall, Cornng glass works (to be -~published in J. Appl. Phys.). According to them, the wet chemical method for determining x value from 0.4 to--

,.., 0.8 was uncertain by 15% from the x-ray method measured corresponding values. We should state that the '
energy peaks we measured can not be attributed to the changes of x determined by them fragvnfle ,,
number. The IBM group does not agree with Hall et al x values. Therefore, we conclude that the each filter""

,-does not have a unique x even though the desIgnated filter number may be same. Our response to Hall's "%'
" statement, "that the crystallite size In fitrglasses are such that quantum conieetefcsd o "'-

""exist," is: even thogh there is a large distribution o,' particle sizes, quantum confinement does exist In
each particle.
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rable I: The measured energy peak of first derivative of reflection at 300K, bulk energy gaps at 4.2K and
JOOK, the calculated confinement energies, emission energies for IS - IS and IP - IP transitions and effec-
Aive diameters (d), the measured lifetimes for IS 4 IS and iP - IP transitions as well as their ratio are -P

isplayed. The t are anticipated values assuming a same ratio Tia/Tip for the samples 2-58 and 2-64.

i.R

Sample (300 K) (300 K) Confined energy 4K 0 L4K TIs/Tip
CdSxSel-x Energy BulK (meV) emission lifetime

peak gapb energyb psec

for eV eV
dR/dX
eV

qo. x d ET, E's ET E
1
3 Ep E1p 1S-IS 1P.iP LEs p 1S i iP

4-e,

2-61 0.27 74A 2.0120 1.7857 226 187 39 382 80 2.156 2.392 220 70 1 8t 3.5

2-59 0.121 BOA 1.9366 1.7333 203 168 35 3'4 72 2.07Q 2.291 22'4 85 2' 3.5

2-58 O.OB BOA 1.9245 1.71 43 210 174 36 356 74 2.065 2.284 * 100 29 3.5 *55

2-64 0.168 102A 1.8666 1.7429 124 103 21 211 43 2.004 2.134 * 210 60 3.5

Bulk 0.530 250A 1.9368 17 14 3 29 6 2.090 2.108 18 2750 790 3.5

a from ref. 1'4
b the value of bulk gap is from ref. 17

* peaks are broad and unresolved.
0 measured energy seperation (meV) between S and P peaks at 300K.

J
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Fig. 1 Time-resolved photoltiminescence profiles detected at different energies (a to e) 'or the sample 2-58

at 4.2K. The dotted curves are the theoretical fit witl 12 ps for risetime and decay times are indicated on

the corresponding profiles. The left curve off (a) is the temporal response protile to the laser pulse used

to excite the samples.
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Fig. 3(a) Photoluminescence spectra of sample 2-61 at various excitation levels taken at room temperature
using 488 nm line of the Argon-ion laser. The excitation levels (intensity scale) were 2.5 (2) and 10 (10)
times higher for the broken curve and dot-dashed curve than the solid curve, respectively. The broken verti-
cal line indicates the peak position of the first derivative of reflectance at room temperature. S and P

k4stand for the 1S1S and 1P.IP transitions, respectively. (b) Photoluminescence spectra of 2-61 at 1.3 K.
The inset shows that the IS peak broadening is dominated by the diameter fluctuation of microcrystallites.
The solid dots are calculated by [ssuming a Gaussian shape of the probability density function for the randou

variable d with a variance of 25
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Fig. 4(a) Photoluminescence spectra of 2-59 at room temperature excited by 488 nm line of the Argon-ion
laser. The excitation level for the broken curve is halt of the solid curve while the intensity scale is the
same for the two curves. S and P stand 'Or 1S-1S and 1P.IP transit Tn, respectively. The broken solid line
indicates the peak position of the spectrum dR/d (at room temperature). (b) Photoluminescence spectrum o" P

2-59 at 4.3 K.
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Reply to "Comment on 'Determination of valence-band discontinuity via optical transitions

in ultrathin quantum wells'"

' Kai Shum, C. Zhang, P. P. Hlo, and R. R. Alfano
Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers, Departments of Electrical Engineering and Physics.

The City College of New York. Neu York, New York 10031
(Received 16 January 1987; revised manuscript received 20 August 1987)

The salient points of our previous paper [Phys. Rev. B 33, 7259 (19861] are reinforced in this
Reply to the preceding Comment by Miller.

The essential points of our work' were to demonstrate various connection rules3 9'. 10 for the envelope wave func-
what experimental data from optical transitions should tion and its derivative. In general, using a different con-
be used and how sensitive the) are to the Q value of band nection rule will result in different eigen energy levels
offset. Contrary to Miller's comment.- Dingle et al. 3 did and hence differences in the spacing between the levels.
not emphasize how sensitive the Q value depended upon Therefore, the Q value determined by AE versus L. de-
the value of the energy separation, AE(L: ), between the pends much on what connection rule is employed. This
n =I heavy- and light-hole subbands. We found' that is where some of the problems come from.
the values of AE are most sensitive to the band offset for In the spirit of our past paper, the light- and heavy-
L, ranging from 15 to 80 A. Based on this key finding a hole energy splitting is plotted in Fig. I as function of
currently fashionable choice of Q, =0.40 proposed by well thickness L, using various connection rules. 3

.
9 ''1

Miller et al.4 was ruled out using Dingle's connection The Q value is adjusted in such a way the AEs for
rule and the then available experimental data in this L,>40 A calculated 12 using different connection rules
range of L.. Another key point made in our paperl was coincide with each other within -2 meV. D, B, and N
that systematic measurements should be performed in in the Fig. I refer to the Dingle's connection rule,
the qensitive zone of well width (15 ,A to 80 A) to pre- Bastard's connection rule, and new connection rule.''

cisely determine the Q value. These essential points are The material parameters used for the calculation of the %
still overlooked in depth by Miller's comment to our pa-'%
per.

It should be pointed out here that the extent of data .000

used in our paper' was not the main issue of the paper 40

and more data could not alter the essential spirit of the 4+- &E,,4610, t,,,v-

paper. Most recently, Miller et al. 5 have performed new + + B040
measurements providing more data in the sensitive zone B 27

which will be discussed below in this Comment./ -<'

We have recognized that there has been a large body 30
of data pointing to a larger Q, -0.40, which was the D0

mainstream of thought in this field. However, most of /N023

the experimental probes carry their own source of uncer- /
tainties. 6 The electrical measurements are often plagued /
by residual doping whereas the intersubband optical 20 // 4 '-

transitions may prove to be too weakly dependent upon
the band offset. The optical method described in our pa-
per' provides a sensitive optical test of band offsets in /
GaAs/Al,, GaAs,-, structures. It should be mentioned t
that there are some most recent determinations of Q 10
value for GaAs/AlGat_.As which do not yield 00
Q,=0.40 but point to values of 0.31 from Raman NO
scattering data3  and 0.23±0.07 from electrolyte L,

electroreflectance study.2 FIG. I. Calculated light- and heavy-hole energy splitting as ii
As noticed by Miller,2 one of the data in the original function of L,. D, B, and N refer to Dingle's, Bastard's, and

paper t to support lower Q,, was obtained in a circular new connection rules. The values of Q, are indicated on the
fashion. However, the other data quoted by us do not corresponding curves. The masses used for the dotted curve is.%
suffer from this problem. Miller's masses. The masses used for the other curves are the
It is well known that the mismatch of effective mass in conventional masses given in the text. The plus and triangle

well and barrier is responsible for the appearance of data are from Refs. 5 and 15, respectively.

.- , .37 1408 ;,1988 The American Physical Society
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curves are x =0.37, AE, = 1247xQ,, (meV) (the value of 225 1 1 -.1
Q, is indicated next to the corresponding variable in the &Ec-I 1cwv)........ 17"0

Fig. 1), masses' 3'' 4 of heavy hole (light hole) for GaAs _
::.and AlAs are 0.403, 0.087mn and 0.487nz,

(0.208mo), respectively; except for the curve where the U,
heavy-hole mass (0.341n 0 ) and light-hole mass (0.0941n,,)
proposed by Miller et al.4 were used. The plus and tri- 175

angle data points in Fig. 1 are from Refs. 5 and 15, re- >0 \

Figure shows two important features. First, as ex-

pected the energy splitting AE is sensitive to the connec- 085 \ 006

tion rule in the sensitive zone of L,, especially for 4 , -

L, <40 A. This features makes it possible to experimen- 125 806_
tally demonstrate which connection rule is appropriate
by systematically measuring AE in the sensitive zone. os i ",
Based on the data given by Miller et al.,5-1 Dingle's
connection rule which was used by us to show how to
determine Q value in the sensitive zone of L, seems to be
not appropriate. However, the method itself described 751 I

in our paper' is still very useful. Second, for the given 40 50 60 70 80 90 00

connection rule the splitting AE is very sensitive to the
effective masses. In order to fit simultaneously the data Lz ,_ ,
given by Miller et al. 515 it seems to be necessary to use
the Bastard's connection rule and the mass parameter set FIG. 2. Calculated energy separation AE1 , between first and
(m t =0.34n 0 , frilI =0.094m0 ) and Q, =0.40 pro- second conduction subbands as a function of well %%idth L. us-
posed by Miller et al.' The use of new connection rule'' ing Dingle's (D), Bastard's (B), and new (N) connection rules.
with Q, =0.23 seems to fit the data for L, >30 A. It The curves are calculated using AE, =Q, AEg (AEc = 124 7x
should be pointed out here that in our calculation the meV, x =0.30). The values of Q, are indicated on the corte-
binding-energy difference between the light hole and the sponding curves. The data of Wet and Eglash (Ref. 19) are in-
heavy hole is taken to be a constant (-0.5 meV). This dicated as two plus signs. The inset shows schematicallv the P
may be a good approximation for L, > 40 A. In order to well and the energy-momentum dispersion curses. I he elec- % .

compare the measured AE with the calculated AE for iron effectve masses at band edges for GaAs and Al 0 3Gao 7As
L, <40 A an exact analysis taking the proper exciton are also indicated in the inset.
binding energy into account must be performed.16 negative and k6 is imaginary reflecting the electron wave

In Fig. 2, the energy separation AE 2 between first function within the gap of Al0 3Ga0 As is exponentially'
and second conduction subbands is plotted as function of de e

17; damped. The dispersion relations dependent upon theL, using three different connection rules by including real and imaginary wave vectors in the well and the bar-

the energy-dependent mass Pn,,(E,) (Ref. 18) as well as rier are schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The

mb(E, ), n = 1,2, for well material GaAs and barrier ma- connection rule and the Q value used are indicated on Z.
terial Al 0.3Ga, 7As, respectively, and compared AE,, the corresponding curves. The value of x is equal to
with the published experimental data by West and 0.30 in order to make a comparison with the data AE 2
Eglash.' 9 This work is not affected by the valence-band of West and Eglash.' 9

complexity, the exciton binding energy, and can provide Several features are very apparent in Fig. 2. First, for
an independent test of Q value, the given connection rule AE 2 is very se isitive to the Q w,

The m6 E is obtained by value in the sensitive zone of L. giving rise to a possibili-

a2 1E2 +r2k2E, 1/2 E 82 2 k 2 ty of extracting the value of AT-, and Q value. Seconid, 2
. 2 k . the value of AE 2 calculated using the new connection

rule approaches the values of AE 12 at -45 A, and at

(I) , > 100 A calculated using Bastard's and Dingle's con-
* nection rules, respectively. Third, the two experimental %..,

i The expression inside of the large brackets on the left- points support neither Bastard's nor Dingle's connection ,0%
hand side of Eq. (1) is the energy-momentum relation- rules, but seems to be more favorable to the new connec-
ship within semiconductor band gap. 20  After tion rule with Q, =0.77.
differentiation the mb(E, ) reduced to In conclusion, we have shown different connection

rules and hole masses yield different Q values. Further-
mb(E. )=mca(I + 4 (P/2 , n = 1,2,... , (2) more, the appropriate connection rule can be discrim-

inated by systematically measuring AE and AE, 2 in the
where MCm is electron effective mass at conduction band sensitive zone of L,. Dingle's 85-15 rule is based on his
edge of Al0 3Gao 7As, X Ai2k'~ /2mcnE, I, and connection rule while Miller's fS0-40 rule is based on

1, 2-1,2 for firt and second etuhbant,. Note that k 2s Miller's effectie rases and Bastard', connection rule. %,%
% 

U
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The essentialiniformation described in our paper' is not A) to determine the proper connection rule and an accu-
compromised by the comments raised by M iller but rein- rate Q value. Il%
forced here. .We stress, that more systematic photo-
luminescence,'PLE, and inter-conduction-subband tran- This work was supported by Air Force of Scientific
sitiondata must be taken in the sensitive zone (15 to 80 Research under Grant No. AFOSR-86-0031. S
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Gallium arsenide photoluminescence under picosecond-laser-driven shock
compression

X. Z. Lu, R. Garuthara, S. Lee, and R. R. Alfano
Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers. The City College of Neu York, New York. New York 10031

(Received 8 September 1987; accepted for publication 10 November 1987)

A pump-and-probe technique was used to investigate shock effects on the photoluminescence
spectra ( -. 833 nm) at T = 80 K due to the direct transition Eo from the r6 conduction band
to the r fourfold degenerate top valence band in GaAs. Under the shock loading condition,
the photoluminescence peak was observed to blue shift and split into two components,
corresponding to the transitions from the 16 conduction band to the valence heavy- and light-
hole subbands, because of symmetry breaking by the uniaxial shock compression along the
[001 1 direction. From the blue shift of the photoluminescence peaks, we deduced our
picosecond-laser-driven shock pressure of - 10 kbar.

Significant changes in the optical and transport proper- T'. The lowest conduction band is s-like and twofold degen-
ties of semiconductors occur with the application of a uniax- crate, having a r6 symmetry at the Brillouin zone center.
ial stress due to changes in symmetry and lattice param- The top valence band is a sixfold degeneratep-like band that
eters. " Knowledge of stress effects on band structure is splits into a fourfold P,. multiplet (J = 3/2, M, = ± 3/2,
important for operation of GaAs in high-speed ultrasmall + 1/2) with a r, symmetry and P,,2 doublet (J = 1/2,
devices and switches. In this letter we report on a new obser- Ms = ± 1/2) with a 17 symmetry due to the spin-orbit in-
vation of the photoluminescence spectra from gallium arsen- teraction. The band structure is shown in Fig. I (the left-
ide (GaAs) under picosecond-laser-driven shock wave load- hand side). The lowest energy band-to-band direct transi-
ing. The shock waves were generated by focusing intense tion (labeled E0 ) occurs at the center of the Brillouin zone.
picosecond laser pulses onto an aluminum (Al) foil" at- The total Hamiltonian matrix for the valence band in the
tached to the sample. presence of a uniaxial compression P along the 100 11 direc-

GaAs has a zinc-blende structure ' of the space group tion can be written '

Vg - 6E ,E 00NO, J H= M 0 - 6EH+I6E, 2-"12 Es ' (1)

0 2- 11 t ZEs, 6EH5

where 6E - a(S,, + 2S,2 )P, SE,. = -a'(S,, (Es.
. +2S 2 )P, 6Es = -2b(S,,-S, 2 )P, 6E5, 6(E, -E&,) =AEH -15ES 2A, , (3b)

= - 2b '(S,, - S12)P, and A is the spin-orbit splitting, S,, )2tand S12are components of the elastic compliance constants, 6(E, - E, ) = Ao + AEH. + ,(3c)_--
r a and a' are the deformation potentials of the r, and 1, 221, ,

'. valence bands for hydrostatic effects, and b and b' are the where AEN (c -- ,C + a) (S, + 2S,) P, &E,~n

deformation potentials of the I and r, bands for shear ef- ---(c, + a') (SI + 25 12 )P, and c, is the deformation po-
fects. If the pressure-induced shift and splitting are much tential of the conduction band. For light polarized perpen-
smaller than Ao, the eigenvalues of Eq. (1) can be written dicularly to the stress axis c, the transitions between the s-

like 6 conduction band and all three valence bands, v,,v2,

and v3, are allowed.' From Eqs. (3a) and (3b), we deduce
(6Es.): that under shock loading condition, the photoluminescence

6E,.. -
6 E, + 4 6E, + - , (2b) peak corresponding to the E, transition will be subject to a

blue shift because of the hydrostatic component of the pres-
sure [represented by the term AE in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) ].

BE, Ao - 6 f. . (2c) It will also split into two components corresponding to the

E. 2Ao transitions Eo( 1) and Eo(21 (see Fig. 1, the right-hand side)
[ N. Includin g the effect of the conducti'on-band shift', the pres- because of the reduced symmetry by the uniaxial" nature of

sure dependence of the energy gap changes is given by the shock pressure I represented by the term 6E, in Eqs. (3a)
and (3b) I. Since the heavy-hole band v2 has a lower energy

M(E, - E.. ) Ef + I 6E,, (3a) under uniaxial compression.'" the corresponding transition

API93 , Pis Left. 52 (2). 11 January 1988 0003-6951/88/020093-03501 00 © 1988 American institute of PhysCs 93
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r t N UC.."  
ANG~ -------- -...... APIEZON N-grease was added to the interface of the sam- %

pie and aluminum foil to ensure efficient mechanical cou-
pling at T = 80 K. The pump beam was focused by a 15-cm
focal length lens to a 500-ym-diam spot on the aluminum
foil. which ensured planarity of the shock wave and a peak1 1,11)power density of -4.2X 10"' W/cmn. The probe pulse was -L.se K it focused to a 400-,um-diam spot by a 15-cm focal length lens

Foos on the sample, giving a peak power density of - 1.6 x 10' W/
T a 80i T49ox/ e3) cm .

T Tihe emitted light was dispersed by a 1/4 m spectrom-

HEAVY HOLE SAND eter, detected by a silicon-intensified target coupled to an
-a 1'. I ).i tz> 8 .. ,optical multichannel analyzer and stored in a PDP 11/23 -

0.54 .v LGTHL 1 A- - --i HOLE SAND . ,,---host computer. The resolution of the detection system was
. .... ... z. .. about 2 nm. All spectra were recorded at T 80 K by single

r, \sPiN-O MIT SPLIT- O F? SAND - shots of the laser.

, JI ±it i -. The observed photoluminescence spectrum of GaAs
without shock loading is dominated by a single peak due to

UN SHOCKE D SHO CKEDO the band-to-band recombination at the lowest energy gap E,,, _l
~as shown in Fig. 3 (left). No emission lines due to impurity

FIG. 1. Band structure of GaAs at T = 80 K for unshocked (left) and a hw nFg lf) oeiso ie u oiprtshocked (right)crystals. transitions wee observed. The effect of shock waves was

most pronounced for the delay time between the oump and
probe beam, r = 40- 60 ns. At r< 35 ns. no shock effect was

Eo(2) will have a larger blue shift. In addition, the blue shift observed. A typical spectrum showing the shock effects on
of the emission peak of the electron-light-hole recombina- the photoluminescence from GaAs is displayed in Fig. 3 for
tion [the transition E( I ) I will increase sublinearly with the - = 46 ns and probe intensity 1.6 X 10- W/cm. Under shock
increasing pressure because of the pressure-induced cou- loading, the emission peak was split into two, with blue shifts
piing between the sets ofM + t bands (v, and L',). of 20 and 85 meV. respectively.

A schematic diagram of the experimental geometry is The lowest energy band gap in GaAs in the absence of
shown in Fig. 2. The experimental setup was described in the shock pressure can be written 2

Ref. 11. A Quantel Nd:YAG laser of 30 ps pulse width and
25 mJ pulse energy at 1.064 Am was utilized as the pump E, T)= 1.530eV - IS0X0 ' eV K I)T. (4)
beam to generate shock waves in the aluminum foil. The
shock waves were launched into the GaAs sample located The peak enerey of the emission due to the band-to-hand
behind the aluminum foil. The probe beam of 27 ps at 532 transition E,, at T = 80 K is E, = E, (80 K) = 1.490 eV,
nm was delayed through a white cell approximately by 46 ns i.e.. A,, = 832 nm, which agrees with our obsered un-
relative to the arrival ofthe pump beam at the aluminum foil shocked emission line at 833 nm (Fig. 3) within our exper-
to ensure that the probe pulses reach the sample surface area mental accuracy. Since the energy gap E, - E, expands
right after the arrival of the shock front. This was necessary linearly with the increasing pressure P. the blue shift of the
to observe the maximum effect of shock pressure. transition energy E,(2) was ch.;sen to calibrate the shock

The GaAs sample was n type with a carrier concentra-
tion of - 10" cm The thickness of the sample was about
50/tn with the cubic [001 1 axis perpendicular to the sample
surface. The aluminum foil had a thickness of 20 pm. The ,
sample and aluminum foil were loaded between two quartz Gas ,,,

plates and placed in the center of a liquid-nitrogen Dewar. r.eo'

3CmA F.,L. 3-67 FILTE RS

PMOTOLUMINE SCENCE a. E.12)

LIQUID NITROGEN WAVELENGTH Inni)
L WAR FL PROBE SEAM

S. 
"  

32nm , 27psee FIG, 3. Unshocked (left) and shocked (tight) photoluminescence spectra
FILTERS DELAY 46 Sie at a delav limer = 46 n% and probe tensnt I 6. 10'W/cm: The %hocked

spectrum consi,*ofmo peak%. .orrcpondig io the Iransitions E,,(I) and

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the'experimental geometry. 2).
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pressure. From Eq. (3a) the pressure coefficient of this tran- This work is supported by Air Force Office of Scientific
sition energy is given by Research 86-0031 and Office of Naval Research.

dE,,(2)4.= _ (c, + a)(Sit + 2S,,) - b(S, - S,). %-anPy. 8dP 'F. II. Pollak. M. Cardona. and K. L. Shaklee. Phys. Rev, Lett. 16. 942 11
( ) (1966).( T) F

H
.

P
o

lla k a n d M
.

C a rd o n a
, P h ys " R e v

.
17 2 . 8 1

6 ( 196 8 ) 'I With the reported values,3 3  
c1 +"- a = - 13.0 eV, . w. Higginbotham, M. Cardona, and F. H. Pollak. Phys. Rev. 184. 821e_(1969).

b= - 1.66 eV, and'4  S, = 1.16X 10- ' kbar - ', S,' R. N. Bhargavaand M. I. Nathan, Phys. Rev. 161. 695 (1967).
=-3.67X10' - kbar-', we obtain dEi,(2)/dP=8.5 'P. S. Peercy, E. D. Jones, J. C. Bushrcl!, and G. W. Gobeli. Appi. Phys.

meV/kbar. Therefore, the experimentally measured blue Lett. 16, 120 (1q70).
'L. R. Veeser and J. C. Solem. Phys. Rev. Lett. 40. 1391 (1978).shift of 85 meV (Fig. 3) for the electron-heavy-hole recom- 'K. P. Leung. S. S. Yao. and R. R. Alfano. in Shock Waves in Condensedbinatlion emission line gives a magnitude of the laser-driven Matter, 1983, edited by J. R. Asay. R. A. Graham. and G. K. Straub (Else-

shock pressure in GaAs of - 10 kbar. vier. Amsterdam, 1984), p. 343.
From Eq. (3b) and the reported values,9 b' = - 2.47 "K. P. Leung, S. S. Yao, A. G. Doukas, and R. R. Alfano. Phys. Rev. B 31.eV and An, = 0.34 eV, we obtain d5(E, - E,.) = 21.5 meV 942 (1985)., 2M. Chandrasekhar and F. H. Pollak, Phys. Rev. B 15, 2127 (1977).for a pressure of 10 kbar, which consistently agrees with our "'G. D. Sanders and Yia-Chung Chang, Phys. Rev. B 32. 4282 ( 1q5.

observed blue shift of - 20 meV under the same shock corn- "X. Z. Lu. R. Rao. B. Willman. S. Lee, A. G. Doukas. and R. R. Alfano.
pression condition. Therefore, the shocked system is in qua- Phys. Rev. B 35. 7515 (1987).
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In conclusion, the picosecond-laser-drive shock waves "SeeTable II of'Ref. 9. Forc, + a (i.e..c, + a, + a,), wetookan interme-

offer a new technique to investigate properties of materials at diate value - 13.0 eV between the "present work" - 8.38 eV and "'theo-
very high pressures with a table-top laser facility. Using this retical calculation" - 15.2 eV.v'The elastic constants C,, and C,. of GaAs at T= 77 K are C_, = 1221technique. we have observed blue shift and line splitting in kbar and C,. = 566 kbar (see p. 345 of Rcf. 12). In cubic cr'stali the
the photoluminescence spectrum of GaAs due to band-gap elastic compliance constants are relaid to the elastic constan- by
expansion and symmetry breaking by the uniaxial shock S,, = (C,, . C,.)/[(C,, - C,,) (C,, + 2C,,)l. S, = -C,compression along the [001 ] direction. The pressure range [(C,, - C,.) (C,, + 2C,")], and S_ 1/ C_ [see 0. Madelung. inLandolt-Bornstein Numerical D .e :. !7.' ':%tca! ,inaat,;.;;:,x inof the shock waves generated in our experiment by a 25-mJ Science and Technology, edited by K. H. Hellwege (Spnnger. Berlin.
picosecond laser pulse is - 0 kbar. 1980), New Senes, group Ill, Vol. 17a, p. 25].
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Shock-wave-induced collision broadening of the photoluminescence spectra
in GaSe

X. Z. Lu, S. Lee, R. Garuthara, and R. R. Alfano - ,.,

Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers. Physics Department. The City College of New York.New York 10031 '

(Received 13 August 1987; accepted for publication 28 September 1987)

Significant spectral broadening of the photoluminescence in GaSe under the picosecond-laser-
driven shock pressure has been observed for the first time. The broadening of the spontaneous
emission was found to be proportional to the shock pressure and attributed to a shock-wave-
induced exciton collision mechanism due to the directional motion of particles in the shocked
region.

There are significant differences" between the ob- wherep(E)dE is the number of photon modes in the crystal
served physical and chemical properties of condensed mat- between energies E and E + dE, wherep(E) c E2, E, is the
ter which is shocked and hydrostatically compressed at the energy of the Is exciton at K = 0, Eb is the binding energy of
same pressure and temperature. Production of the picose- excitons, E. = E, - Eb,T. is exciton temperature, a and c
cond-laser-driven shock waves offers a new powerful tech- are the polarizability of excitons and dielectric constant of
nique to study the properties of semiconductor circuits and the material, respectively. The peak energy is located at
devices at very high pressures with a table-top laser facility. EP = Eg - 2 Eb. Figure 2 shows a comparison between the
Recently, we reported on the spontaneous and stimulated observed spontaneous emission spectrum (solid dots) and
emission from GaSe at different excitation intensities and the calculated one (solid line) from Eq. (1) with E. = 2.0
attributed both the spontaneous and stimulated emission to eV, Eb = 0.020 eV, T, = 500 K, and the coupling coeffi-
the same origin-exciton-exciton scattering process. In this cient iral = 3.3 X 10-.

6

letter, photoluminescence spectral line broadening observed It is a well known fact that the direct energy band gap of
under picosecond-laser-driven shock loading in GaSe is re- GaSe shrinks under pressure causing the red shift of the pho-
ported for the first time which is attributed to enhanced exci- toconductivity, absorption, and luminescence spectra.
tonic collision processes associated with the shock wave. With the reported static values of'° dE /1P = - 6.2 A

A pump-and-probe technique was used to observe the meV(kbar) -' and aE/OdP= -0.6 meV(kbar) ' we ob-
shock effect on the photoluminescence emission in GaSe. tain the (hydrostatic) pressure coefficient of the peak energy %

%- aThe GaSe sample of 50,m thickness with the c axis perpen- dEp/dP = -5.0 meV(kbar) -'. There is evidence" show-
dicular to the layers was attached to an aluminum foil of ing that the stress anisotropy of the shock compression could
thickness 20 pm. A Quantel Nd:YAG laser of 30 ps pulse be neglected in many cases. The red shift of 28 nm (84 meV)
width and 35 mJ pulse energy at 1.064/pm was focused to a displayed in Fig. I deduces a shock pressure of - 17 kbar. To
450-p at-diam spot on the Al foil surface to generate shock see if this approximation is reasonable, we also performed an
waves which propagated through the Al foil into the GaSe independent measurement of the shock pressure in the same
sample. A 532-nm probe beam of 27 ps pulse width was fo- experimental setup by an x-cut quartz transducer tech- .
cused to a 350-/im-diam spot onto the GaSe surface. The nique. '2 The pressure of - 15 kbar was obtained which con-
photoluminescence from GaSe was dispersed by a 1/4-m firmed our approximation.
spectrometer and detected by a silicon-intensified target Significant line broadening of the spontaneous emission
coupled to an optical multichannel analyzer OMA III, and spectra under the shock loading was clearly and repeatedly .
stored in a PDP d1/23 + computer observed. The magnitude of broaadning was about 24 nm for

Typical spontaneous emission spectra from GaSe with a shock pressure of 17 kbar, as displayed in Fig. 1. It was
and without shock loading are shown in Fig. 1. The salient .- I
features displayed in Fig. I are red shift of 28 nm and broad-
ening of the shocked spectrum relative to the unshocked one.

The emission due to exciton-exciton scattering can be --

expressed as (EK,EK.)-(hv,e-h). The spontaneous ,
emission spectrum due to the exciton-exciton scattering pro-
cess is given by"%

Ep(E)
(E - E)+(ra/e)E U kT

x1I + q/Eb J7 WAVELENGTH (nmf

xkexp I (E - - E - 2 ) FIG. I. Observed unshocked and shocked spontaneous emission spectra

Q kT, fromn GaSe at room temperature and excitation intensity 17 MW/cm2 .
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6o The observed line broadening of the spontaneous emis-
sion is attributed to the shock-wave-induced exciton colli-
sions. When a shock front propagated through the sample,." /' all molecules behind it would gain a particle velocity up via

4the intermolecular bonding, but excitons would not, since

there was no such tight bonding between excitons or between20 exciton and molecules. Therefore, the emitting excitons in;-

the shocked region all suffer from additional collisions with N
o....0." 580 the entire array with a directional particle velocity up . The

WZVFLENGTH 0 ) collision frequency for each exciton isf, =a up N,,o,, where *4
a is the Bohr radius of the exciton in GaSe which is" - 32 A,

FIG. 2. Calculated spontaneous emission spectrum from the exciton-exci- N,o is the molecular density in GaSe which is -2 ,< 1022ton scatterng model of Eq. ( I1) with E, = 2.0 eV, E, = 0.020 eV, rra/ cm Th atil eoct 'a 1 b r s a o t 0c=3.3 X10', and T, = 500 K. The solid dots represent the experimental cm - 3
. The particle velocity at 17 kbar is about 2×10'

unshocked spontaneous spectrum. cm s Therefore, the collision broadening at 17 kbar is
Av= 2f,/r- 2.5 X0" Hz or AA-33 nm which agrees .

found that the peak amplitude decreased under shock load- well with the observed value. It should be noted that colli-osuch that the integrated t n emission intensity sional broadening is homogeneous and should have a Lor-ing spn a itegrate saneous thatson ten- entzian line shape.'4 This is also clearly shown in Fig. 1.
(area) approximately remains the same as that of the un- Since the collision frequency is pror ortional to u, which is
shockedrelated to the shck pressure P by the jump condition:

It was reported'" that although the electronic (or exci- P-P 0 =poU u,, where U is the shock velocity, po and Po

tonic) temperature in the probed region (-434 K) was con-
siderably higher than the roomtemp edue tare density and pressure in unshocked region. The shock-effect by the probe beam, no significant temperature rise due wave-induced collision broadening is expected to be propor-to the shock wave loading was detected• The Doppler tional to the shock pressure. This is confirmed by our experi-to lin th shock te atre o due to the thermal motion of mental data as shown in Fig. 3. The observed line broadeninglinewidth at temperature Tonsis from different pairs of unshocked-shocked data plottedtheemittineit sgiven by st the applied shock pressure displays a linear depen-

6 Agdo ,( 2kT I2. (2) dence. A pressure coefficient of line broadening for the spon-
'c M. taneous emission of GaSe - 1.3 nm/kbar is obtained.

where A,, is the peak wavelength of the emission and M. is The observation that the shocked spontaneous emission
the exciton mass. If this mechanism was responsible for the has the same integrated intensity as the unshocked one sug-
observed line broadening (of a factor of 2, approximately), gests that the elastic collision (phase-perturbing collision).
the temperature would increase by a factor of 4 due to the plays a major role in our line broadening mechanism because".
shock loading, i.e., the exitonic temperature would exceed inelastic collision (quenching collision) will decrease the
1700 K in the shocked region which is definitely unrealistic, number of emitting excitons and reduce the integrated inten-
Also, a Doppler broadened line should have a Gaussian pro- sity significantly. Note that the usual pressure broadening
file'4 which disagrees with our observed Lorentzian line which is crucial for gaseous systems essentially comes from
shape. Therefore, the possibility of temperature effect caus- an increase in particle density and a decrease in mean free
ing the linewidth increase due to the shock loading can be path due to high pressure. This latter effect cannot be signifi-
safely excluded, cant in condensed matter because of its extremely small

The probed region in our experiment formed a disk of
350pm in diameter and 5 pm in thickness (the penetration 3-4-

. depth of the 532-nm probe beam in GaSe). Since the shock o
pressure is proportional to the pump beam fluence, ' 2 trans-
verse inhomogeneity of the shock pressure over the disk area
(350pm in diameter) originated from the Gaussian profile "

• of the pump beam ( 4 50pm in diameter) intensity should be 20

less than 20%. There was also a longitudinal inhomogeneity I
of the shock pressure in the direction of shock wave propaga- 0 s
tion due to pressure decay in space. In our picosecond laser-
driven shock wave case, the shock decay time was mea- 10
sured'3 to be -70 ns, corresponding to a decay length of %

140pm. Thus, the longitudinal variation of pressure in the s
shocked region was less than 0.5 kbar. However, the ob-
served line broadening corresponded to a pressure variation 0 ,%,______
from zero to twice the mean value of the shock pressure as s 10 Is 0

deduced from the observed red shift. Therefore, neither b" tst .
transverse nor longitudinal inhomogeneity of the shock FIG. 3.Observedwavelengthbroadeningofthespontaneousemission spec-
pressure can explain the observed large line broadening. trum from GaSe vs shock pressure.
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